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1. Introduction 

To keep the projected global average temperature increase within 2 °C of preindustrial levels, 

developed countries need to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by 25 – 40 % compared to 

1990 levels by 2020 [1]. The European Union (EU-27), responsible for about 10 % of the global annual 
greenhouse gas emissions, has agreed to reduce emissions by 20 % by 2020 and by 80 % by 2050. They 

predict that this reduction can be achieved by improved efficiency, new low carbon technologies, 

renewable energy and abatement strategies [2]. To monitor progress, greenhouse gas emissions are 
reported annually and are submitted to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) by individual countries and the EU-27. Emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), 

nitrous oxide (N2O) and the fluorinated greenhouse gases are reported for all anthropogenic sources, 
which fall into the categories (i) energy, (ii) industrial processes and product use, (iii) agriculture, (iv) 

forestry and other land use, (v) waste, and (vi) other sources (this includes indirect emissions as a result 

of atmospheric N deposition) [2]. 

Nitrous oxide is considered as an important pollutant contributing to the greenhouse effect. One 

molecule of N2O has approximately the same greenhouse warming potential (GHWP) as 300 molecules 
of carbon dioxide. Once that N2O molecule gets into the upper atmosphere, it can stay there for more 

than 100 years until it’s destroyed naturally [3]. 

The environmental concerns stem from the suggestion that diffusion of additional N2O into the 
stratosphere can result in increased ozone (O3) depletion. Within the stratosphere, N2O undergoes 

photolysis and reacts with oxygen atoms to yield nitric oxide (NO). This enters into the well-known O3 

destruction cycle [4]. 

Tropospheric measurements show that nitrous oxide concentrations are increasing over time. This 

demonstrates the existence of one or more significant anthropogenic sources, a fact that has generated 

considerable research interest for several years [4]. Nitrous oxide is emitted from agriculture, 
transportation and industry activities. 

The largest amounts of N2O emitted by anthropogenic sources are connected with agricultural activity 

but reduction of these emissions is very problematic. The largest industrial sources of N2O emissions are 
waste gases from nitric acid production plants (globally 400 kt N2O per year) [5].  

Low-temperature catalytic decomposition of N2O (up to 450 °C) to nitrogen and oxygen offers an 

attractive solution for decreasing of N2O emissions in tail gas from nitric acid production plants. Adding 
a catalytic reactor for N2O catalytic decomposition can be applied to existing technologies; the 

advantage is that the process does not require a reducing agent.  

An important question is to choose a suitable catalyst system. This catalyst must be sufficiently active, 
stable, little sensitive to the action of inhibitory components, which are present in waste gases (usually 

O2, NOx and H2O) together with N2O, sufficiently selective and relatively cheap. 

 

 2. Aims 

The aim of the thesis is the development of supported catalysts based on cobalt mixed oxides for 
low temperature N2O decomposition into oxygen and nitrogen applicable for the reduction of N2O 

emissions from HNO3 production. The main aim is divided into two parts:  

1. Study of laboratory reactors for shaped catalysts testing; this part includes: 

- Verification of the usefulness of a single pellet string reactor (SPSR) to obtain of kinetic data of 

catalytic reactions in gas phase over industrial size catalysts. 
- Comparison of single pellet string reactor and a classic fixed-bed reactor on the basis of laboratory 

experiments and by a mathematical model. 

- Evaluation of the effect of mass transfer limitation and deviations from ideal plug flow on the 
obtained data and defining suitable conditions for shaped catalysts testing. 
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2. Study of different kinds of supports and development of an appropriate supported catalyst for N2O 
decomposition; this part includes:  

- Preparation of supported catalysts using various methods of active phase deposition on the 

support. Cobalt mixed oxides or cobalt oxides with alkali promoters will be used as active 
phase. Different commercial supports in pellet forms (Al2O3, TiO2, Mg-AlOx) and commercial 

ceramic foams (SiC, SiC-Al, Al-Si, Zr-Mg-Al) will be used as supports.  

- Study of active phase adhesion to the support, deN2O activity, stability and pressure drop of 
prepared catalysts.  

- Study of physicochemical properties of catalysts by AAS, XRD, Raman, FTIR, H2-TPR, SEM 

and physical adsorption methods. 
- Finding the relationship between method of preparation of supported catalysts, their physico-

chemical properties and catalytic properties (activity, selectivity, stability). 

- Comparison of studied supported catalysts by mathematical modeling of a full scale reactor for 
N2O abatement in waste gas from HNO3 production to evaluate the efficiency of supported 

catalysts in the industry conditions. 

 

3. Theoretical part 

3.1 N2O emissions abatement from nitric acid production plant 

The most important industrial process emitting nitrous oxide is the production of nitric acid by the 

Ostwald process consisting from of 3 steps: 

 - Catalytic oxidation (combustion) of ammonia with air into nitric oxide. 

 - Oxidation of nitric oxide into nitrogen dioxide. 

 - Absorption of nitrogen dioxide in water to produce nitric acid.  

Nonselective ammonia oxidation is the source of N2O emissions from nitric acid production Eq. (1-3). 

2 NH3 + 2 O2 → N2O + 3 H2O       (1) 

2 NH3 + 8 NO → 5 N2O + 3 H2O       (2) 

4 NH3 + 4 NO + 3 O2 → 4 N2O + 6 H2O      (3) 

The amount of N2O formed depends on combustion conditions in the oxidizing unit, catalyst 

composition, catalyst age, and burner design. Depending on the parameters of the production process, 
from 3 to 20 g of nitrous oxide per kg of produced nitric acid is formed [5, 6]. Since 2013, nitric acid 

plants in the European Union have been obliged to use technologies to reduce nitrous oxide emissions.  

Development of N2O abatement systems aims to achieve high efficiency (> 90 % N2O conversion) and 
selectivity (< 0.2 % NO loss). Approaches followed by industry, research institutes, and universities can 

be classified in four groups, according to the position in the process (Fig. 1): 

- Primary abatement measures aim to prevent N2O formation in the ammonia burner. This involves 
modification of the ammonia oxidation process and/or catalyst. 

- Secondary abatement measures remove N2O from the valuable intermediate stream, i.e. from the 

NOx gases between the ammonia converter and the absorption column. This will usually mean 
intervening at the highest temperature, immediately downstream of the ammonia oxidation catalyst. 

- In tertiary abatement measures, the tail-gas leaving the absorption column is treated to destroy N2O. 
The most promising position for nitrous oxide abatement is upstream of the tail-gas expansion 

turbine. 

- Quaternary abatement measures are the pure end-of-pipe solution, where the tail-gas is treated 
downstream of the expander, on its way to the stack [5]. 
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Figure 1: Scheme for nitric acid production. The picture shows the location: 1 - primary, 2 - secondary, 

3 - tertiary and 4 - quaternary N2O emission reduction processes [5]. 

Secondary catalysts have problems with selectivity and stability at the high temperatures of 800 -
1000 °C. Low-temperature tertiary catalysts act at the lower-temperature waste gas, depending on the 

production process between 250-500 °C, and the requirements for temperature and gas pressure at the 

inlet to the expansion turbine are limited. Installing secondary and tertiary solutions into existing plants 
can be technically challenging and may have a negative effect on the manufacturing process.  

Quaternary solutions located behind an expansion turbine do not interfere with existing processes and 

are advantageous for use in existing plants. After expansion, the gas normally has a temperature of 200-
300 °C, so preheating may be necessary to use the low-temperature quaternary catalyst [5]. 

According to the European Union, EnviNOx is the best available technology for N2O reduction from 

nitric acid production [5]. N2O is removed by catalytic reduction over an iron zeolite with a hydrocarbon 
as a reducing agent (natural gas or propane). The main disadvantage of this technology is the necessity 

to use a reducing agent.  

In this thesis, catalysts for the low temperature direct N2O decomposition for quaternary location will be 

studied. The used prerequisite is the location of a deN2O reactor downstream the SCR NOx unit, which 

leads to a low NOx content in the inlet gas of the deN2O reactor. 

3.2 Catalytic decomposition of N2O  

3.2.1 Mechanism of nitrous oxide catalytic decomposition 

N2O decomposition (Eq. 4) (ΔRHm (T = 298 K) = −163 kJ/mol) is an exothermic irreversible 

reaction. According to former works [7-10], the mechanism of the low temperature N2O catalytic 

decomposition can be described by cationic redox mechanism. In the first step, the N2O molecule is 

activated by an electron transfer from the catalyst surface leading to the N-O bond dissociation (Eq. 5). 

Then formed surface oxygen intermediates undergo diffusion and recombination (Langmuir-

Hinshelwood mechanism, L-H) (Eq. 6) or react with N2O from gas phase (Eley-Rideal mechanism, E-R) 
(Eq. 7) and are desorbed as O2 molecules. Some authors also consider a step involving migration of 

oxygen into/out of the lattice [10, 11]. In this context, transition metal cations in their lower oxidation 

states are ideal for initiating the adsorption step, whereas oxygen desorption step is associated with the 
recovering process, i.e. electron transfer back to the catalyst surface.  

N2O → 2 N2 + O2       (4) 
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N2O + * → N2 + O*       (5) 
2 O* ↔ O2 + 2 *       (6) 

N2O + O* → N2 + O2 + *       (7) 

Where * denotes active site and X* denotes the substance adsorbed on the active site. 

L-H route is favored by the low activation energy for the diffusion of the surface oxygen and its 

recombination, whereas E-R route is preferable at high activation barrier for diffusion leading to the 

high surface coverage by oxygen species from N2O molecules or from the adsorbed oxygen from gas 
phase. The rate determining step depends on the rate of electron transfer from the catalyst surface and 

back leading to the different plausible reaction mechanisms. In the case when only subsequent 

elementary steps of N2O chemisorption and L-H mechanism (Eq. 5, 6) proceed, the rate limiting step 
will be the slowest one and desorption of oxygen from catalyst surface is often believed to be one. On 

the other hand, at high oxygen surface coverage, the E-R mechanism can also be involved, then the steps 

described by Eq. 6 and 7 are understood as parallel, the total rate of N2O disappearance is the sum of 
their reaction rates and the rate limiting step is the faster one from (5) and (7). From literature results it 

seems that the rates of individual steps and thus their contribution to the decomposition process depend 
not only on the nature of active sites, but also on the temperature [12]. According to DFT calculations, 

E-R mechanism has an energy barrier which is too high to contribute significantly to the rate of N2O 

decomposition over Co3O4 and other spinels and the rate determining step is oxygen desorption by L-H 
mechanism [13].  

3.2.2 Catalysts for N2O decomposition  

It is well known that cobalt-based catalysts present excellent catalytic activities for N2O 
decomposition [8, 14-30]. Among tested catalysts, cobalt spinels such as Co3O4 [13, 16, 31, 32] and 

calcined layered double hydroxides (LDHs) containing cobalt Co [33], Co–Mg–Al , Co–Rh–Al [34] and 

Co–Mn–Al [28, 35] are very promising for N2O decomposition. Catalysts containing Co-Mn-Mg-Al 
with different molar ratios were studied by Obalová et al. [36, 37]. The most active for the N2O 

decomposition was Co4MnAl mixed oxide which contained the optimal amount of Co and Mn and the 

optimal amount of reducible components in the temperature range 350-450 °C. This catalyst was 
patented [38] and was studied only by the Obalová group. Modification of the cobalt spinels with a 

small amount of alkali metals significantly increases the activity of the catalyst [15, 18, 24, 28, 39-42].  

On the basis of previous research of our group and of scientific publications, cobalt based mixed oxides 
with alkali promoters were chosen as active phase studied in my Ph.D. work. 

To the best of our knowledge, only two research groups reported on the manufacturing of shaped cobalt 

spinel based catalysts in pilot plant scale conditions [49-52]. In both cases, the conventional packed beds 
with pelletized cobalt spinel based catalysts were used for N2O decomposition.  

Some problems are connected with the production and application of unsupported pelletized catalysts: 

- problems accompanying the formation of catalysts into larger pellets (5–8 mm),  
- relatively low mechanical strength,  

- high pressure drop, 

- low utilization of the pellet volume because of a high influence of internal diffusion on the rate of the 
catalytic reaction.  

Some of these problems can be solved by supporting active cobalt spinel phase on an appropriate 

support. Using a support typically increases surface area and allows the use of smaller amounts of 
expensive active components along with the increase in the mechanical strength of the industrial 

catalyst. 

The catalytic reaction taking place only in a narrow surface region of catalyst pellets represents very 
important problem, which could be minimized by applying a thin active layer deposited on the 

supporting material. The support can be in form of differently shaped pellets or as structured support, 

which commonly consists of in ceramic or metallic substrates pre-shaped in the form of a single 
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continuous structure with stable geometry. The most common structured catalyst is represented by 
ceramic or metal monoliths [43] and nowadays, there is a growing interest in the potential of open-celled 

foam (or sponge) as a novel type of structured catalysts/reactors [44].  

Supported catalysts in pelletized form 

One of the possible kinds of supported catalytic system for N2O decomposition can be active 

components deposited on the shaped supports. Choosing supported materials with a higher surface area 

allows good dispersion of the active components on the support and higher number of available active 
sites. High mechanical strength of the support material allows its forming into various shapes. In 

general, it is known that catalyst activity increases as the catalyst particle size decreases and exposed 

surface area increases, which leads to a reduction of the influence of internal diffusion on the reaction 
rate. The pressure drop across the fixed catalyst bed tends to increase as the particle size decreases, as 

the bed becomes more and more closely packed. As the pressure drops, the amount of reactant gases that 

can pass through the bed becomes more limited. The process gas flow can be improved by increasing 
the catalyst size, but the activity of the catalyst can be somewhat compromised as a result. 

Consequently, the focus shifts to catalyst shape [45]. Catalyst shape is often designed based upon 
cylindrical bodies comprising at least two parallel internal holes, which are parallel to the cylinder body 

axis and go right through the catalyst structure. Additional examples of common shapes of catalyst 

pellets include spheres, cubes, hollow cubes, solid cylinders, hollow cylinders, single rings, cross-webs, 
grooved cylinders, ball rings, Intalox saddles, and Berl saddles. These advantages of the supported 

pellets can increase the activity of the catalyst and allows the use of smaller amounts of expensive 

elements. 

Supported pellets with cobalt based active phase for N2O decomposition have not been completely 

studied by other scientific groups. To the best of our knowledge, only one research group (apart from 

our group) reported on supported cobalt-based catalysts in pellet form for N2O decomposition [29].  

Catalysts supported on the foams  

Reticulated open-cell foam consists of an assembly of solid struts connected to each other three 

dimensionally to enclose cells of irregular shape. These cells communicate with each other via open 
windows. Foam structure can be described by its morphological parameters, namely cell and window 

diameter, strut diameter and porosity [46, 47]. The foam structure exhibits different strut morphologies, 

namely cylindrical, triangular and triangular concave [47, 48], depending on their porosity. Strut 
morphology greatly influences specific surface area and consequently heat and mass transfer and the 

pressure drop properties of the foam structures. Open-cell foams (ceramic or metal) offer remarkable 

properties, such as large external surface area, high mechanical strength, high porosity and resulting low 
pressure drop. For the application of foam structures as catalyst support in chemical engineering, the 

knowledge of their specific surface area and their pressure drop properties is extremely important. These 

properties were studied by different authors [48-53] who presented various models and correlations for 
the determination of specific surface area and pressure drop. 

The performance of foam catalysts for nitrous oxide decomposition has not been published in research 

papers yet. Monoliths as a structural support were widely used for this reaction [54, 55]. Monoliths 
structures can be viewed as two-dimensional cellular structures in which flow through the monolith 

occurs through long parallel channels. Cobalt based catalysts deposited on the monolith support for N2O 

decomposition was studied by Grzybek et al. [43]. Catalytic tests revealed that the monolithic catalysts 

exhibit high catalytic deN2O activity. In the view of the higher porosity and higher tortuosity of foams in 

comparison with monoliths it can be supposed that applying foam instead of monolith should provide 

higher activity for N2O decomposition. 
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4. Experimental part 

4.1 Preparation of catalysts 

4.1.1 Preparation of cobalt based catalysts deposited on the different kinds of pelletized supports 

Cobalt oxide Co3O4 or Co3O4-Cs was deposited on different commercial supports (TiO2, Al2O3, 

and Mg-Al mixed oxides with various amounts of Mg and Al) to evaluate the influence of the chemical 
composition of the support and suitable geometry and textural properties on the catalytic activity of 

Co3O4 for N2O catalytic decomposition. 

The pre-formed oxide supports, namely -Al2O3, TiO2, and Mg-Al mixed oxides with various Mg and Al 
contents were used for catalyst preparation. Before deposition of active phase on the support 

absorbability values for pure support material were determined. For this measurement, both dried and 

wet samples were weighted, and the volume of water remaining in material pores was calculated. All 
supported Co3O4 catalysts were prepared by wet impregnation method with aqueous solutions of 

Co(NO3)2 or Co(NO3)2 + Cs(NO3) at 60 °C. Impregnation of the supports was followed by drying at 105 

°C for 3 h and calcination at 500 °C for 4 h in air. The impregnation step was performed two times for 

the Co3O4/70Mg30Al, Co3O4/30Mg70Al, and Co3O4/TiO2 samples and only one time for Co3O4/Al2O3. 

Number of impregnations was determined by the supports surface for obtaining comparable amounts of 

cobalt per one square meter. The detailed information about the supports properties and labeling of the 
catalyst samples are summarized in Table 1. 

For comparison, the non-supported Co3O4 sample was prepared by evaporation of water from the cobalt 

nitrate solution used for support impregnation; the evaporation/drying at 115 °C for 24 h was followed 
by calcination at 500 °C for 4 h in air, than the non-supported catalysts were sieved and fraction with 

particle size of 0.165-0.315 mm was used for the catalytic tests.  

To obtain data in kinetic regime, non-affected by internal diffusion, the supported catalysts were milled, 
sieved and fraction with particle size of 0.165-0.315 mm was used for the catalytic tests. 

Table 1: Summary of support and catalyst marking. 

Support 

marking 

Composition of 

support 
Support shape 

Support 

producer 

Size/hole 

diameter 

(mm) 

V/SA
1 

(m3m-2) 
Catalyst marking 

70Mg30Al 
70 wt. % MgO, 

30 wt. % Al2O3 

Raschig 

rings 
Sasol 5x5/2 0.00058 Co3O4/70Mg30Al 

30Mg70Al 
30 wt. % MgO, 

70 wt. % Al2O3 

Raschig 

rings 
Sasol 5x5/2 0.00058 Co3O4/30Mg70Al 

TiO2 TiO2 Quadrulobes 
Eurosuppo

rt 
3.5/- 0.00051 Co3O4/TiO2 

Al2O3 Al2O3 
Raschig 

rings 

Cherox 

4031 
5x5/2 0.00058 Co3O4/Al2O3 

1 Volume (V) and geometrical surface (SA) of support  

4.1.2 Preparation of cobalt based catalysts deposited on commercial foams 

Several series of cobalt based catalysts (Co3O4, Co4MnAlOx) deposited on the foam supports were 

prepared in order to determine a suitable method of preparation of the cobalt based foam catalyst for 

N2O decomposition: 

- Co3O4, Co4MnAlOx on SiC open-cell foams deposited by different methods. 

- Co3O4 and Co4MnAlOx with alkali promoters on ceramic open-cell foams with different numbers of 

catalyst layers. 
- Co3O4 with cesium promoter on the different kinds of ceramic open-cell foams. 

- Co3O4 with cesium promoter on the Al-Si ceramic open-cell foams with different interlayers.  
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Different kinds of foam supports were used for samples preparation. The detailed information about the 
foam supports properties and supports labeling is summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Marking and properties of foam supports. 

Support 

marking 

Composition of foam 

(wt. %) 

Density of 

foam pore 

(ppi) 

Diameter 

/height* 

(mm/mm) 

Support 

producer 

Al-Si Al2O3 (85 %), SiO2 (14 %), MgO (1 %) 10 48/20 Lanik 

Al-Si-20 Al2O3 (85 %), SiO2 (14 %), MgO (1 %) 20 48/20 Lanik 

Al-Si-30 Al2O3 (85 %), SiO2 (14 %), MgO (1 %) 30 48/20 Lanik 

Zr-Mg-Al 
ZrO2 (92.3 %), Al2O3 (1.5 %), SiO2 (0.3 %), MgO 

(2.7 %) 
10 48/20 Lanik 

SiC-Al SiC (65 %), Al2O3 (15 %), SiO2 (20 %) 10 48/20 Lanik 

SiC SiC (99 %) 20 30/20 
Fraunhoter. 

IKTS, 

Dresden 

*with tolerance 2 mm 

Preparation of Co3O4, Co4MnAlOx on SiC open-cell foams by different methods  

Co3O4 and Co4MnAlOx were deposited on the silicon carbide foam (SiC) which size was 30 mm x 
20 mm and with a porosity of 20 ppi by two different methods: wet impregnation method and 

suspension method. 

For wet impregnation method, cobalt solution was prepared by dissolving of Co(NO3)2 or Co(NO3)2 + 

Al(NO3)2 + Mn(NO3)2 in distilled water at 60 °C. Open-cell foams were cleaned by acetone, weighted 

and heated to 75 °C before impregnation. Foams were dipped in cobalt nitrates or 

cobalt/manganese/alumina nitrates solution for 15-30 minutes. Then the samples were dried for 3 hours 

at 115 °C and calcined for 4 hours at 500 °C. The deposition procedure was repeated 3 times to be able 

to obtain a higher amount of active phase on the foam. The catalysts were denoted as Co3O4/SiC - w.i. 

and Co4MnAlOx/SiC - w.i. 

For suspension method, at first Co(OH)2 and Co4MnAl(OH)x precursors were prepared. 

Co4MnAl(OH)x(CO3)y with the Co:Mn:Al molar ratio of 4:1:1 was prepared by co-precipitation of the 

corresponding nitrate solution in an alkaline Na2CO3/NaOH solution at 25 °C and pH 10. Co(OH)2 was 

prepared by co-precipitation of cobalt nitrate and sodium hydroxide aqueous solution. The resulting 

suspension was stirred intensely at room temperature for 5 min. Then the products were filtered off, 

thoroughly washed with distilled water and dried at 70 °C in air. 5 g of powder of Co(OH)2 or 

Co4MnAl(OH)x(CO3)y was milled with 10 g of water and with 100 g of 3 mm ZrO  balls (Planetary Ball 

Mill PM 100, Retsch). From prepared slurries, two “colloid” solutions containing about 3 wt. % of 

Co(OH)2 and Co4MnAl(OH)x(CO3)y were prepared. Deposition of active phase on the foam structure 

was performed by dip coating method with definite rate (0.5 mm/s) with the time in suspension being 

2 minutes. After each dipping, the foam was rotated to another side and dried for 1 minute until the next 

dipping. The foams were cleaned by acetone and weighted before coating. The foam was dipped into 

solution 10 times and then it was dried at 75 °C. The deposition procedure was repeated 3 times to be 

able to obtain a higher amount of active phase on the foam. At the end, the samples were calcined for 

4 hours at 500 °C. The catalysts were denoted as Co3O4/SiC  - s.m. and Co4MnAlOx/SiC - s.m. 

Preparation of Co3O4 with cesium promoter on the different kinds of ceramic open-cell foams  

Active phase Co3O4-Cs was deposited by the same impregnation method as in the previous case on 

different kinds of ceramic foams (Al-Si, Zr-Mg-Al, SiC-Al) with a porosity of 10 ppi and on the Al-Si 

foams with different density of pores (10, 20 and 30 ppi). Cobalt saturated solution was prepared by 
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dissolving of 89.6 g Co(NO3)2∙6H2O + 0.4 g CsNO3 in 50 ml of distilled water at 60 °C. Open-cell 

foams were cleaned by ethanol, weighted and heated to 105 °C before impregnation. Foams were dipped 

in cobalt nitrates solution for 20 minutes. Then the samples were dried for 3 hours at 105 °C and 

calcined for 4 hours at 500 °C. The catalysts were denoted as Co-Cs/Al-Si, Co-Cs/Zr-Mg-Al and Co-

Cs/SiC-Al. 

Preparation of Co3O4 and Co4MnAlOx with alkali promoters on ceramic open-cell foams with 

different numbers of catalyst layers  

Co3O4-Cs and Co4MnAlOx-K were deposited on the ceramic foams (Al-Si) which size was 50 mm x 

20 mm and with a porosity of 10 ppi by wet impregnation method. Alkali metals content in cobalt spinel 

was based on previous investigation [18, 28, 42] and was 1 wt. % for Cs and 2 wt. % for K. Samples 

with different numbers of catalyst layers were prepared. Cobalt saturated solution was prepared by 

dissolving of 89.6 g Co(NO3)2∙6H2O + 0.4 g CsNO3 or 64.4 g Co(NO3)2∙6H2O + 20 g Al(NO3)2∙9H2O + 

13.8 g Mn(NO3)2∙4H2O + 1.18 g KNO3 in 50 ml of distilled water at 60 °C. Open-cell foams were 

cleaned by ethanol, weighted and heated to 105 °C before impregnation. Foams were dipped in cobalt 

nitrates or cobalt/manganese/alumina nitrates solution for 20 minutes. Then the samples were dried for 

3 hours at 105 °C and calcined for 4 hours at 500 °C. For samples with multiple layers, the deposition 

procedure was repeated according to the number of layers. The catalysts were denoted as Co-Cs/Al-

Si_1-5 and CoMnAl-K/Al-Si_1-5. 

Preparation of Co3O4 with cesium promoter on the Al-Si ceramic open-cell foams with different 

interlayers  

The deposition procedures of different interlayers were as follows: 

The MgO interlayer was prepared from two different precursors. For the preparation of the MgO 
interlayer from the carbonate precursor, MgCO3 was prepared by co-precipitation of magnesium nitrate 

and potassium carbonate aqueous solution. 8 g of MgCO3 powder was milled with 16 g of water and 

with 160 g of 3 mm ZrO2 balls (Planetary Ball Mill PM 100, Retsch). Suspension solution was prepared 

by adding 150 ml of water to the milled phase. Deposition of active phase on the foam structure was 

performed by dip coating method with definite rate (0.5 mm/s) and with the time in suspension of 

2 minute. The foams were cleaned by ethanol and dried at 105 °C for 1 hour before coating. After each 
dipping, the foam was rotated to another side and dried for 1 minute until the next dipping. The foam 

was dipped into the solution 4 times and then it was dried for 15 minutes under laboratory conditions 

and 20 hours at 60 °C. At the end the samples were calcined for 4 hours at 500 °C. The catalyst was 
denoted as Co-Cs/MgO-c/Al-Si. 

MgO interlayer from nitrate precursor was prepared by wet impregnation method, magnesium solution 

was prepared by dissolving 46 g of Mg(NO3)2∙4H2O in 50 ml of distilled water at 60 °C. Open-cell 
foams were cleaned by ethanol and dried at 105 °C for 1 hour before impregnation. Foams were dipped 
in magnesium nitrates solution for 20 minutes. Then the samples were dried for 3 hours at 115 °C and 

calcined for 4 hours at 500 °C. The catalyst was denoted as Co-Cs/MgO-n/Al-Si. 

MnO2 interlayer was prepared by wet impregnation method, manganese solution was prepared by 

dissolving 50 g Mn(NO3)2∙4H2O in 50 ml of distilled water at 60 °C. Open-cell foams were cleaned by 
ethanol and dried at 105°C for 1 hour before impregnation. Foams were dipped in manganese nitrates 

solution for 20 minutes. Than the samples were dried for 3 hours at 115 °C and calcined for 4 hours at 

500 °C. The catalyst was denoted as Co-Cs/MnO2/Al-Si. 

For the preparation of SiO2 interlayer, 75 ml of ethanol were mixed with 50 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate. 

After stirring for ten minutes, 12.5 ml of distilled water and 2.5 ml of concentrated HNO3 were added. 

After 60 minutes of stirring, the interlayer was deposited on the foam by dip coating method from this 
solution. Open-cell foams were cleaned by ethanol and dried at 105 °C for 1 hour before deposition. Dip 
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coating conditions: Immersion rate 60 mm min-1, immersed in solution for 30 s, rate of emergence 
150 mm min-1. The foam was then dried for 4 hours under laboratory conditions and calcined for 2 hours 

at 500 °C. The catalyst was denoted as Co-Cs/SiO2/Al-Si. 

For the preparation of TiO2 interlayer, 148.3 ml of cyclohexane, 63.4 ml of Triton X-114 non-ionic 

surfactant and 2.2 ml of distilled water were mixed. After stirring for 15 min, 37 ml of titanium 

isopropanol were added. The solution was stirred for an additional 20 minutes and then was left to stand 

for 30 minutes. The interlayer was deposited on the foam by dip coating method from this solution. 

Open-cell foams were cleaned by ethanol and dried at 105 °C for 1 hour before deposition Dip coating 

conditions: Immersion rate 60 mm min-1, immersed in solution for 30 s, rate of emergence 150 mm min-

1. The foam was then dried for 4 hours under laboratory conditions and calcined for 2 hours at 500 °C. 

The catalyst was denoted as Co-Cs/TiO2/Al-Si. 

Co3O4-Cs active layer was deposited on the foams with interlayers by wet impregnation method, which 

was described previously.  

4.2 Catalytic experiments 

4.2.1 Catalytic decomposition of N2O  

A summary of measurement conditions for different series of catalysts is in Table 3. N2O catalytic 

decomposition was performed in integral fixed bed stainless steel reactors (Table 4) in the temperature 

range from 300 to 450 °C and at atmospheric pressure. IR analyzer (Sick) was used for N2O analysis. 
Testing of the grained catalysts was performed in reactor R3 and catalyst bed contained sample with 

particle size of 0.160–0.315 mm.  

Table 3: Test conditions of N2O catalytic decomposition. 

 
Co3O4,Co3O4-Cs on 

commercial pellets 

Co3O4, Co4MnAlOx  

on SiC foams (30x20mm) 

Co3O4-Cs, Co4MnAlOx-

K on ceramic foams 

(48x20mm) 

Shaped catalyst testing 

Inert conditions (0.1 mol. % N2O in N2) 

Reactor R2 R2 R2 
Total flow rate (293 K, 101 325 Pa), 

ml/min 
500 700 750-1000 

Catalytic bed volume, ml 10 14 30-40 

GHSV, h-1 3000 3000 1500 

Process conditions (0.1 mol. % N2O + 5 mol. % O2 + 2 mol. % H2O + 0-0.02 mol. % NO in N2) 

Reactor R2 - R2 
Total flow rate (293 K, 101 325 Pa), 

ml/min 
250 - 300-700 

Catalytic bed volume, ml 10 - 60 

GHSV, m3mbed
-3h-1 1500 - 300-700 

Grained catalyst testing 

Inert conditions (0.1 mol. % N2O in N2) 

Reactor R3 R3 R3 
Total flow rate (293 K, 101 325 Pa), 

ml/min 
100 100 100 

Catalytic bed weight, g 0.6 0.1 0.1 

GHSV, l.g-1h-1 10 60 60 

Table 4: Characteristics of laboratory catalytic reactors R1, R2 and R3. 

Reactor Type of reactor Internal diameter (cm) Length of bed (catalyst + inert) (cm) 

R1 SPSR 0.55 80 

R2 FBR 5 90 

R3 FBR 0.5 10 
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4.2.2 External diffusion influence and axial dispersion tests in laboratory reactors 

External diffusion influence tests were performed in order to evaluate the conditions of 

measurement in which the reaction rate is not affected by external mass transfer. Unsupported 

commercial Co4MnAlOx-K (AST-2) tablets [56] and Co3O4-Cs deposited on the ceramic foam (Co-

Cs/Al-Si) were chosen for the evaluation of external diffusion effect. These catalysts were chosen due to 
their high catalytic activity, when the highest diffusion limitation is expected. For tableted catalysts, 

experiments with different catalyst amounts 7 - 36 g and at different total volume flow rates 300 - 1500 

ml/min, maintaining the same space velocity of GHSV = 2.46 l g-1 h-1, were performed. Catalytic tests of 
N2O decomposition were performed in the temperature range of 300 - 450 °C and at atmospheric 

pressure. For foam samples, experiments with different catalyst amounts 24 - 72 ml and at different total 

volume flow rates ranging from 600-1800 ml/min, maintaining the same space velocity of GHSV = 
1500 l lbed

-1 h-1 , were performed.  

Axial dispersion tests were performed to evaluate the conditions of measurement in which flow in 

laboratory reactors is close to ideal plug flow. The effect of axial dispersion in both reactors R1 and R2 
was evaluated according to the value of Peclet number found out from experiments with a tracer in the 

reactor without catalyst filled only by inert (ceramic rings). This experiment was based on 

measurements of outlet concentrations depending on time after a step change of tracer concentration at 
the inlet. Step change of tracer concentration at the inlet was performed with a 4-way valve, which was 

placed just before the reactor. The obtained dependency was plotted in dimensionless coordinates (so 

called F-curves); the concentration was expressed in relation to the inlet concentration of tracer 
compound. Argon (0.2 mol% Ar in He) was used as a tracer. The flow rates 300 ml/min, 500 ml/min, 

1000 ml/min and 1500 ml/min flow rates (21 °C, 101 325 Pa) were applied. Quadrupole mass 

spectrometer RGA 200 (Stanford Research Systems, Prevac) was used for tracer detection.  

4.2.3 Pressure drop measurement in foam catalyst bed 

The pressure drop was measured over the SiC foam samples with pore density being 20 ppi and 

with a length of 70 mm. Air at room temperature was used as working fluid. The foam samples were 

wrapped in a ceramic mat (thickness∼1 mm) in order to avoid a bypass flow during the pressure drop 
measurements. The tube used for pressure drop measurement had a length of 900 mm with a diameter of 

32 mm and was equipped with a flow distributor in front of the sample. The hot wire anemometer Testo 
425 (0–20 m/s) was used for measurement of air velocity and its sensor was placed just behind the 

sample. Micro-manometer Furnace control FCO 14 (0–10 mbar) was used for pressure drop 

measurement. 

4.3 Characterization of catalysts 

Physico-chemical properties of catalysts were studied by followed methods: 

 Atomic absorption spectroscopy was used for chemical composition analysis. 

 Nitrogen physisorption was used to determine of catalyst surface areas. 

 Mercury porosimetry was used to determine of total pore volume and average pore diameter. 

 Powder X-ray diffraction was used for phase identification of a crystalline material and can 

provide information on unit cell dimensions. 

 Scanning electron microscopy was used for characterization of the catalyst morphology. 

 Temperature programmed reduction by hydrogen was used to study of catalyst reducibility. 

 Raman spectroscopy and Infrared spectroscopy were used to obtain information about the 

structure properties. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1 Elimination of macro kinetic phenomena in laboratory reactors 

5.1.1 External diffusion in pelletized catalyst bed  

The influence of external diffusion on reaction rate was studied in fixed bed reactor R1 and single 

pellet string reactor R2. 

The standard test of the influence of external diffusion on the overall rate was used: catalytic 

experiments at different volume flows and with different amounts of catalysts keeping the same space 

velocities were performed and results are showed in Fig. 2. Conversions obtained at different total gas 
flow rates in reactor R1 can be considered as constant for each temperature within the experimental 

error. From the results obtained in reactor R2, we can see experimental conversions rise slightly with 

increasing total gas flow rate, especially in the case of higher temperatures. Such increase of conversions 
can be explained by influence of external diffusion and deviations from ideal plug flow (axial 

dispersion). However, this difference is quite small and it is also possible to explain it only by the 

experimental error of measurements. 

  

Figure 2: Dependence of calculated N2O conversions using a mathematical model (lines) and 

experimentally obtained conversions (points) on the total gas flow in the reactor a) R1 (SPSR) and R2 b) 

(FBR). Conditions: 0.1 mol % N2O in N2, GHSV = 2.46 l g-1h-1. 

Overall effectiveness factor and mathematical model was used to help to analyse the effect of diffusion 

on the rate of chemical reaction in both reactors. The overall effectiveness factor (Ω) is defined as the 

actual rate with transport resistance divided by the rate that would be obtained with all active sites 
exposed to the bulk conditions. Overall effectiveness factor for first-order reaction like N2O catalytic 

decomposition, at the assumption of isothermal catalyst particle, can be calculated according to Eq.8 

[57, 58], where intrinsic kinetic data obtained on crushed catalyst (0.16-0.315 mm) were used. 

 
1

𝛺
=

1

𝜂
+

𝑘∙𝑝𝑏

𝑘𝑐∙𝑎𝑐
       (8) 

where η internal effectiveness factor; k kinetic constant, 1st order rate law (m3s-1kg-1); pb bulk density of 
the catalyst bed (kg.m-3); kc mass transfer coefficient (m.s-1). 

Mathematical model of an ideal plug flow reactor in an isothermal regime [57, 58] was used as the first 
option to calculate N2O conversion in both reactors and compare them with experimental data. The 

mathematical model consists of the Eq. (9) – (11). 
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Mass balance of N2O in dm: 

𝛾𝐴 ∙ 𝑟 ∙
𝑑𝑚

�̇�
= 𝑑𝐶𝐴,        (9) 

where γA stoichiometric coefficient of component i (N2O); dm weight of catalyst (kg); V volumetric flow 
(m3.s-1); CA concentration of component A (N2O) (mol.m-3). 

The kinetic equation assuming the 1st order reaction rate: 

𝑟 = 𝛺 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝐶𝐴,                      (10) 

The concentration of N2O expressed in terms of conversion XA, assuming that the change of the total 
volumetric flow rate is negligible: 

𝐶𝐴 = (𝐶𝐴0 − 𝑋𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐴0),                     (11) 

where CA0 means initial concentration of component A (N2O) (mol.m-3);  XA conversion of component A 

(N2O). 

Comparison of calculated N2O conversions with the experimental data is shown in Fig. 2. Measured 
conversions in reactor R1 (SPSR) are in good agreement with calculated ones; it means that the 

proposed model with ideal plug flow fits well. From the results for reactor R2 it can be seen that the 
calculated conversions are constant at given temperature and correspond well to experimental ones only 

at higher total flow rates (1000-1500 ml/min) and/or lower temperatures (360, 330 °C) while at lower 

total flow rates and higher temperatures (390 – 450 °C), the measured N2O conversions are lower. 
Differences in calculated and experimental conversions can be due to axial dispersion because 

mathematical model does not take into account this effect. 

5.1.2 Influence of axial dispersion on a pelletized catalyst bed  

In order to evaluate the effect of axial dispersion on the measured N2O conversions, the F-curves 

were evaluated from step response measurements and used for Peclet number determination according 

to [59]. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 3. 

For an ideal plug flow Pe = ∞, with decreasing Peclet number the F-curve spreads, corresponding to 

higher values of variance and a higher degree of mixing. According to Levenspiel [4], the deviation 

from plug flow is small for Pe > 100. This condition is fulfilled in the whole range of flow rates in the 
SPSR reactor (R1) corresponding to the negligible axial dispersion (Fig. 3) and thus confirmed our 

proposed model of ideal plug flow for this reactor. Different results were obtained for FBR reactor (R2) 

where the values of Peclet numbers less than 100 were determined, what means that here some 
deviations from ideal plug flow caused by the axial dispersion already exist. From Fig. 3 we can see that 

these deviations are higher for lower total gas flow rates. 

The extent of effect of axial dispersion on the obtained conversions can be evaluated from the Mears 
criterion, Eq. (12), adapted to the first order reaction rate in the plug flow reactor with non-ideal flow 

[60]: 

𝑃𝑒 >
(𝑘∙

𝑑𝑚

�̇�
)2

exp((𝑘∙
𝑑𝑚

�̇�
)∙

𝑝

100
)−1

                     (12) 

If Mears criterion Eq. (12) is fulfilled, the non-ideality of flow influences tested reaction by less than 
5%. For our experimental conditions at T = 450 °C, the inequality Pe > 48 has to be fulfilled to avoid the 

influence of non-ideal flow higher than 5 %. Since values of Pe from 49 to 77 were determined for 

reactor R2, we can conclude that the influence of non-ideal flow is lower than 5% and this is in accord 
with differences in calculated and experimental N2O conversions obtained in reactor R2 visible in Fig. 2. 

The influence of axial dispersion decreases with decreasing temperature. 
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Figure 3: Dimensionless concentration of tracer at the a) R1 (SPSR) and b) R2 (PFR) reactor 

outlets at different total gas flow rates and corresponding Pe values. 

5.1.3 External diffusion in the foam catalyst bed 

The standard test of the influence of external diffusion on the overall reaction rate was used: 

catalytic experiments at different volume flows and with different amounts of catalysts keeping the same 
space velocities were performed in reactor R2. Conversions obtained at different total gas flow rates 

(Fig. 4) can be considered as constant for each temperature within the experimental error. The effect of 

external diffusion may be neglected in the reactor with foam catalyst in the studied range of total gas 
flow corresponding to superficial velocities 0.5-1.5 cm/s (21 °C, 101 325 Pa). 

 

Figure 4: Dependence of N2O conversions on the total gas flow in the reactor with catalyst 

deposited on the ceramic foam. Conditions: 0.1 mol % N2O in N2, GHSV = 1500 l l-1h-1. 

5.1.4 Summary 

Laboratory reactors for shaped catalysts testing were studied. Two tubular laboratory reactors: 

single pellet string reactor (R1) and fixed bed reactor (R2) were compared on the basis of laboratory 
experiments of N2O catalytic decomposition over cobalt mixed oxides pellets and measurements of 

residence time distribution curves. Effectiveness factors were calculated to evaluate the effects of mass 

transport on the reaction rate. Although the limiting effect of external diffusion on the reaction rate was 
higher in the fixed bed reactor, it was finally covered by higher internal diffusion resistance leading to a 
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nearly identical value of overall effectiveness factors for both reactors. The deviation from plug flow 
and influence of axial dispersion on N2O conversions was negligible in single pellet string reactor and 

lower than 5 % in the fixed bed reactor. For FBR, better consensus with measured data at low flow rates 

would be obtained with model including axial dispersion. 

We can conclude that experimental data obtained in SPSR are minimally affected by macro kinetic 

properties, that is why it is a suitable reactor option for laboratory testing of real size catalysts in gas 

phase and its further advantage is that it allows direct scale up. To minimize the effect of macro kinetic 
properties in reactor FBR, all tests should be performed at the higher flow rate (>1000 ml/min). At the 

higher flow rate (>1000 ml/min), we obtain comparable conversions in both laboratory reactors, FBR 

and SPSR. 

The effect of external diffusion may be neglected in the reactor with foam catalyst in the studied range 

of total gas flow corresponding to superficial velocities 0.5-1.5 cm/s (21 °C, 101 325 Pa). The obtained 

results could be used for direct scale up. 

5.2 Pressure drop in a foam catalyst bed 

The behavior of gas flow in a foam catalyst bed has not been studied so thoroughly, in 

comparison with classical pelletized catalyst bed. However, there are several papers devoted to the 

pressure drop in foam material [47, 48, 61-65]. We used the calculation of pressure drop described in 
[48, 61] and compared calculated data with results of experimental pressure drop measurements in the 

foam catalyst bed with 20 ppi pore density. Calculated and experimental results are presented in Fig. 5. 

 

Figure 5: Dependence of pressure drop using calculated data (lines) and experimentally 

obtained data (points) on velocity in a foam catalyst bed with 20 ppi pore density. Conditions: 21 °C, 
101 325 Pa. 

From the obtained results we can conclude that the chosen method of calculation of pressure drop in the 

foam catalyst bed is in good agreement with experimental data. Therefore, this calculation can be used 

in mathematical model of a reactor with a foam catalyst bed. 

5.3 Co3O4 deposited on different kinds of pelletized supports 

In this chapter, Co3O4 catalysts supported on different kinds and shapes of pelletized supports 
were prepared. As support materials, commercial Mg-Al oxides, Al2O3 (Rasching rings) and 

TiO2 (quadrulobe) were used. The main aim was evaluation of influence of the type and shape of the 

support on the deN2O activity.  
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5.3.1 Results of catalyst preparation and characterization 

The results of chemical analysis of the supports and prepared catalysts are summarized in Table 

5. The smallest amount of cobalt was found in the Co3O4/Al2O3 catalyst, which was impregnated only 

once due to smaller surface area compared to other supports. Relatively low Co content was found also 
in the Co3O4/TiO2 sample despite two steps of impregnation. The reason can be the more hydrophobic 

character and worse water absorbability of TiO2 support compared to that of 70Mg30Al and 30Mg70Al 

ones. The specific surface area as well as pore volume decreased after support impregnation with 
solution of Co(NO3)2 as was expected due to the filling up of the small pores of the support by the 

formation of cobalt oxides in pores. Surface of the supported Co3O4 catalysts are several times larger 

than the surface of bulk Co3O4, indicating a possible increase of the number of accessible active sites in 
the supported catalysts. 

Table 5: Chemical composition and textural properties of supports and catalysts and water 

absorbability of supports. 

Sample 
Mg 

(wt. %) 

Co 

(wt. %) 

SBET 

(m2 g-1) 

Vmeso
a 

(cm3 g-1) 

Rb 

(nm) 

Absorbability 

(%) 

Mean size of 

clustersc 

(nm) 

70Mg30Al 42 - 99 0.17 3.4 72.5 - 

30Mg70Al 18 - 189 0.40 4.2 71.6 - 

TiO2 - - 110 0.29 5.3 28.6 - 

Al2O3 - - 69 0.25 7.2 42.7 - 

Co3O4/70Mg30Al 25.6 25.2 58 0.15 5.2 - 218±130 

Co3O4/30Mg70Al 8.0 25.2 71 0.18 5.1 - 687±496 

Co3O4/TiO2 - 16.0 76 0.24 6.3 - 495±320 

Co3O4/Al2O3 - 13.5 32 0.14 3.4 - 583±323 

Co3O4
d - 72 9 0.08 3.6 - 1446±498 

a Cumulative mesopore volume, BJH method  
b From BET method R = 2 Vmeso/ SBET  
c Size of catalyst clusters on the surface detected by SEM analysis 
d From parent solution 

From SEM results (not shown) all catalysts show different morphology and relief of their surfaces. 

Active cobalt oxide phase on the surface of the supports shows clusters consisting of smaller grains, 
which differs for each sample. Average diameters of clusters are shown in Table 5. The biggest clusters 

being those deposited on Al2O3 and 30Mg70Al supports. The cobalt oxide phase on the surface of 

Co3O4/70Mg30Al catalyst was present as small spherical and needle particles; the surface distribution of 
cobalt oxide species seems to be better and less bulky in comparison with those of other prepared 

catalysts. Particles of Co3O4 aggregated to bigger clusters than those formed after deposition of active 

phase on the support. It confirms that deposition of active phase on the supports led to the increase of 
surface area and the amount of available active sites. 

From IR results (not shown) show that Co3O4 bands in the spectra of supported catalysts are broader in 

comparison with those of reference Co3O4, due to the presence of bands corresponding to the supports. 
However, some interaction of Co3O4 with the support could not be avoided. In the Mg-containing 

samples the deposition of Co3O4 on the support caused not only broadening of the F1u
(1) and F1u

(2)  bands, 
but also a slight shift of the F1u

(2) band to lower wavenumbers. The shift is more pronounced with higher 
Mg content and could indicate an incorporation of Mg2+ cations into the Co3O4-like oxide.  

TPR-H2 (Fig. 6) was used to characterize the reducibility of the prepared catalysts since it is one of the 

main parameters which can govern oxide catalyst performance in redox reactions like N2O 
decomposition. Based on H2-TPR results, we can assume that deposition of Co3O4 on a Mg-rich support 

led to the formation of Co-Mg-Al-O phase and to the formation of better reducible cobalt species 

(shifting first Tmax to lower temperatures) due to the electronic interaction between cobalt and 
magnesium cations and structural promotion effect of Mg in the Co3O4 lattice [66]. The usage of Al-rich 

support led to a decrease in reducibility (shifting second Tmax to higher temperatures), due to the 

formation of cobalt aluminates, which tend to form a stronger bond with oxygen [37]. It means that part 
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of the cobalt ions is incorporated into the structure as hardly reducible species and thus the amount of 
cobalt remaining for the easy reducible phase (up to 450 °C) is lower than in the case when hardly 

reducible species are not present or if there is only a small amount of these species. The catalyst without 

hardly reducible components (Co3O4/TiO2) has an advantage in a larger number of potential active sites. 
TPR profiles clearly indicate that deposition of Co3O4 on various supports significantly affects the 

reducibility i.e. bond strength of Co3+ as well as Co2+ with oxygen. 

 
Figure 6: TPR-H2 profiles of Co3O4 deposited on various supports.  

5.3.2 N2O catalytic decomposition over Co3O4 on different pelletized supports  

Catalytic activity of the supported catalysts can be influenced by several factors: the amount of 
active phase, interaction of Co3O4 with the supports (influences intrinsic kinetics) and different textural 

properties and shapes of supports (influences transport phenomena).  

For the evaluation how different supports influenced catalytic properties of active cobalt species, grains 

prepared from supported Co3O4 catalysts were tested for N2O decomposition in kinetic regime (Fig. 7a), 

i.e. the shape and textural effects were absent. The highest conversion was achieved over 

Co3O4/70Mg30Al, followed by Co3O4/TiO2 and Co3O4/30Mg70Al; the lowest conversion was obtained 
over Co3O4/Al2O3 sample. For comparison, conversions over bulk Co3O4 were also measured and in this 

case much higher N2O conversions were observed.  

In the case of cobalt deposited on a support with a high content of Al2O3 (Co3O4/Al2O3, 
Co3O4/30Mg70Al), despite the larger surface area and positive effect of Mg on reducibility 

(Co3O4/30Mg70Al), it showed lower catalytic activity due to the negative influence of Al ions on the 

properties of active sites via the formation of hardly reducible species, which cannot take part in N2O 
decomposition. Moreover, the worst dispersion of active phase on this support detected from SEM – 

formation of cobalt spinel clusters, can also contribute to lower catalytic activity. 

Co3O4 supported on TiO2 was more difficult to reduce (higher Tmax of low temperature peak) in 
comparison with Mg-rich supports, but the active phase deposited on TiO2 had good dispersion (visible 

from SEM) and TiO2 did not produce hardly reducible compounds with Co as in the case of Al-rich 
supports, resulting in enhancing its catalytic activity compared to catalyst over Al-rich supports.  

Despite the fact that the sample deposited on the 70Mg30Al support contains hardly reducible species, 

which cannot take part in N2O decomposition; it is the most active catalyst in this series. Due to the 
positive effect of Mg ions on the reducibility and better dispersion of active phase on the support 

surface, the active phase has a sufficient amount of active sites and also allows higher reaction rate. The 

presence of such active sites in sufficient quantity determines the fact that the Co3O4/70Mg30Al is more 
active than samples without hardly reducible species (bulk Co3O4, Co3O4/TiO2). 
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Figure 7: Temperature dependence of N2O conversion over Co3O4 bulk and deposited on 

different supports. a) Grain form, conditions: 1000 ppm N2O in N2, GHSV = 10 l g-1h-1. b) Shaped form, 
conditions: 1000 ppm N2O in N2, GHSV = 3000 h-1. 

A support with a high content of Mg (70wt.% Mg + Al2O3) is the most appropriate support in 

comparison with other studied supports, and was used for the preparation of a catalyst with cesium 
doped cobalt oxide Co3O4. As expected, the sample doped with cesium showed higher conversion then 

non-promoted Co3O4 deposited on 70Mg30Al. 

5.3.3 Summary 

The differences in the obtained catalytic activities as well as from the results of XRD, BET, IR 
and TPR H2 results clearly show that the support plays an important role in the catalytic deN2O activity 

of the Co3O4 based catalysts. N2O conversions order obtained over the catalysts in grain and shaped 

forms was the same, which means that this order is governed by intrinsic kinetics and not by the shape 
and texture features of catalysts. In spite of the fact that Co3O4 deposited on a support with a high 

content of Mg (70wt.% Mg + Al2O3) contained hardly reducible compounds, it possessed the highest 

catalytic activity among the supported samples, which can be due to the presence of active sites with 
easier reducibility (lower Tmax) and better dispersion of active phase on the surface of the support, which 

in turn contributes to a higher number of available active sites.  

From the point of view of the utilization of supported catalysts, it was found out that although N2O 
conversions over bulk Co3O4 in kinetic regime were several times higher than those over supported 

samples, the conversions over bulk Co3O4 pellets are comparable with supported Co3O4 catalyst in 

pelletized form, in spite of the fact that Co3O4 contains a significantly higher content of active cobalt 
components. This demonstrates that deposition of cobalt spinel catalyst on a suitable support in pellet 

form can be a good alternative to unsupported pellets with low mechanical strength and with a high 

content of expensive and environmentally harmful cobalt species. 

The modification of the most active catalytic system Co3O4/70Mg30Al by Cs promoter led to a more 

active pelletized catalyst for N2O decomposition.  

5.4 Co3O4 and Co4MnAlOx deposited by different methods on the SiC open-cell foams 

This chapter deals with the preparation of cobalt catalysts by deposition of a thin catalyst layer on 

the open-cell SiC foam by two different methods. For deposition of active phase on the SiC open-cell 
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foams, wet impregnation (w.i.) and suspension method (s.m.) were used. The aims of this chapter were: 
(i) deposition of known active phase (Co3O4, Co4MnAlOx) on supports with foam structure and testing 

of these catalysts for N2O decomposition; (ii) comparison of two different methods of active phase 

deposition; (iii) evaluation of the effects of deposition procedure on the deN2O catalytic activity of 
supported samples. 

5.4.1 Results of catalyst preparation and characterization 

Theoretical chemical composition and the amount of active phase deposited on the foam are 
shown in Table 6. Samples with the same type of active phase Co3O4 and Co4MnAlOx show its similar 

loading about 14 and 12 wt. % of mixed oxide phase, respectively.  

Table 6: Results of preparation of foam catalysts. 

Samples/Parameters 
Co3O4/ 

SiC -w.i. 

Co4MnAlOx/ 

SiC - w.i. 

Co3O4/ 

SiC - s.m. 

Co4MnAlOx/ 

SiC - s.m. 

Total amount of active phase (g) 0.7921 

14.2 

0.6397 

12.5 

0.7529 

13.8 

0.5707 

11.9 Total amount of active phase (wt. %) 

Co (wt.%) 10.2 6.2 10.2 5.9 

Mn (wt.%) - 1.4 - 1.3 

The chemical analysis and specific surface area of prepared active phases are summarized in Table 7. 

Samples with the same type of active phase (Co3O4 or Co4MnAlOx) show the same chemical 

composition. The molar ratios Co : Mn : Al, calculated from the concentrations measured by AAS are 
close to those set during the preparation procedure. Using different methods of preparation and different 

precursors led to the formation of active phases with different textural properties. Samples prepared by 

suspension method (Co(OH)2-β, Co4MnAl(OH)x(CO3)y were used as precursors) show higher BET 
surface area compared to wet impregnation method and simultaneously samples containing Al and Mn 

have higher surface area than samples containing Co3O4.  

Table 7: Chemical composition and textural properties of active phase*. 

Samples/Parameters S
BET

 (m
2

.g
-1

) Co (wt.%) Mn (wt.%) Al (wt.%) 
Co:Mn:Al 

 molar ratio 

Co
3
O

4 
- w.i. 9 72.0 - - - 

Co
3
O

4
 - s.m. 19 73.8 - - - 

Co
4
MnAlO

x 
- w.i. 36 49.8 11.5 5.1 4.0 : 1.0 : 0.9 

Co
4
MnAlO

x
 - s.m. 99 49.7 10.6 5.7 4.0 : 0.9 : 1.0 

*determined on powder obtained by drying and calcination of parent suspension/solution 

Micrographs of pure SiC foam and SiC with Co3O4 active phase deposited by both methods are shown 
in Fig. 8. Deposition of active phase from nitrates solution by impregnation led to the formation of thin, 

smooth surface without cracks. Deposition of active phase from suspension solution from calcined 
hydroxides or layered hydroxides led to the formation of thicker catalyst layers with cracks that may 

cause active phase loss during manipulation.  

Despite having the same chemical composition, samples with Co3O4 active phase in grain form have 
different TPR-H2 profiles (Fig. 9). Sample Co3O4 - s.m. has two separated temperature maxima (341, 

448 °C). But in case of Co3O4 – w.i., the first temperature maximum is shifted to a higher temperature, 

coalescing with the second maximum (436 °C), forming only a small shoulder at 380 °C. The first 
temperature maximum could be related to the reduction of Co3+ → Co2+ and second one to Co2+ → Co0. 

Temperature maxima of all samples shifted to higher temperatures after deposition on SiC foam. This 

can be ascribed to the reduction of the metal-support species such as cobalt silicate species during TPR 
procedure. Those species can be easily formed between the hydroxides of SiO2, possibly present on the 

surface, and water ligands of metal salts during catalyst preparation, these can remain on the catalyst 

after calcination, and are hardly reducible at low temperatures but are undetectable by XRD [67]. Higher 
shift is obvious for samples prepared by suspension method and samples with Co3O4 active phase. The 
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prepared catalysts (foam catalysts) have the following order of the first Tmax : Co4MnAlOx./SiC - w.i < 
Co4MnAlOx/SiC - s.m. < Co3O4/SiC - w.i. < Co3O4/SiC - s.m., however the differences are only gentle.  

   

Figure 8: SEM micrographs of a) pure foam, b) Co3O4/SiC - w.i. and c) Co3O4/SiC - s.m..  

  

Figure 9: TPR-H2 of samples a) active phases in powder form prepared from parent solutions 

and b) deposited on SiC foams (crushed and sieved to fraction < 0.2 mm.). 

5.4.2 Results of N2O decomposition catalytic tests 

The temperature dependences of N2O conversion in inert atmosphere over cobalt mixed oxides 

deposited on SiC foams by different methods are shown in Fig. 10 a) and catalytic activity of active 
phase in grain form prepared from parent solution (bulk samples) is shown in Fig 10 b).  

In bulk samples, the samples prepared from hydroxide or hydrotalcite precursors (solutions for 

suspension method) show higher activity compared to those prepared from nitrates (solutions for wet 
impregnation). This is in good agreement with characterization results and our previous work, in which 

it was found out that using nitrates precursors for the preparation of cobalt oxides led to increase in 

crystallite size corresponding to their worse reducibility, lower specific surface areas of catalysts and 
decrease in Co and Mn oxidation state and lower catalytic activity. The same finding was also confirmed 

in work [13]. Independently of different composition, the samples containing Co3O4 revealed only 

slightly higher conversion of N2O in comparison with Co4MnAlOx mixed oxide. 

a b c 

1 mm 1 mm 1 mm 

a) b) 
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Figure 10: Temperature dependence of N2O conversions over prepared catalysts. a) Co3O4 or 

Co4MnAlOx mixed oxides deposited on the SiC foam by different methods. Conditions: 1000 ppm N2O 

in N2, GHSV = 3000 m3m3
bedh

-1. b) Co3O4 or Co4MnAlOx in grain forms (from parent solution). 

Conditions: 1000 ppm N2O in N2, GHSV = 60 l g-1 h-1. 

Conversion order changed after active phase deposition. For samples deposited on SiC foam, both 

samples containing Co4MnAlOx mixed oxide revealed higher conversion of N2O than those containing 

Co3O4. Moreover, the differences between conversions of all foam coated samples are smaller (29 % of 
absolute conversion) than differences in conversion of bulk samples (60 % of absolute conversion). It 

means that deposition procedure induced some changes responsible for the change of deN2O catalyst 

activity.  

From the obtained characterization, as well as catalytic activity results, it can be concluded that 

Co4MnAlOx active phase is more resistant against negative interaction with SiC phase and thus against 

decrease of its reducibility.  

As for the comparison of the two methods in unsupported grain form, it was shown that suspension 

method produces active phase with higher surface areas and sites with better reducibility. Both of these 

factors contribute to higher N2O conversions. On the other hand, the reducibility of active phase 
prepared by suspension method after deposition on the SiC foams was greatly worsened in comparison 

to samples prepared by impregnation method. Moreover, these samples are susceptible to the 

mechanical deterioration, since the deposited layer is much more cracked than a layer deposited by 
impregnation method. 

5.4.3 Summary 

Cobalt based mixed oxide active phase was deposited on SiC foams by two different methods: 
wet impregnation and suspension method. Spinel phase was the only phase identified in all prepared 

catalysts. The prepared catalysts containing the same type of active phase (Co3O4 or Co4MnAlOx) have 

the same chemical composition, but with different structural properties and morphology, which led to 
different catalytic activity. Both samples containing Co4MnAlOx mixed oxide revealed higher 

conversion of N2O than those containing Co3O4. Deposition of active phase from suspension solution led 

to (i) higher surface area of active phase; (ii) formation of thicker catalyst layer with uniform 
morphology; (iii) catalyst layer cracking, which can cause active phase loss during manipulation; (iv) 

higher catalytic activity in N2O decomposition. Deposition of active phase from nitrate solution by 

impregnation led to (i) lower surface area of active phase; (ii) formation of thin, smooth surface without 
cracks and partial pore blocking; (iii) lower catalytic activity of N2O decomposition in comparison with 

suspension method. 
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Despite the fact that suspension method led to higher catalytic activity, this method of preparation is 
complicated and will be more expensive in industry application in comparison to impregnation method. 

Also, worse adhesion of active phase to the support due to catalyst layer cracking make this method of 

deposition not suitable and not valuable for being used in industry. For this reason, we have turned our 
attention to the impregnation method. 

5.5 Co3O4-Cs deposited on different kinds of ceramic open-cell foams 

In this chapter cobalt active phase doped with Cs was deposited on the different kinds of open-
cell ceramic foams. The aims of this chapter were: (i) comparison of different ceramic open-cell foams 

as a support for cobalt catalyst and (ii) evaluation of the effects of chemical composition of foam 

material on the deN2O catalytic activity of supported samples.  

5.5.1 Results of catalysts preparation and characterization 

The basic properties of the used ceramic foam supports and prepared samples are presented in 

Table 2 and Table 8. The used ceramic foams have the same pore density (10 ppi) but different chemical 
composition and in consequence various structural properties. Chemical composition and the resulting 

weight of the active layers related to the weight as well as to the volume of the obtained catalysts are 
given in Table 7. The theoretical content of cobalt on the ceramic foams and in the bulk Co3O4-Cs active 

phase obtained from parent solution (Co-Cs) is consistent with the AAS results. Determination of Cs 

content in foam samples is complicated, because cesium content is too small. The amount of cesium was 
verified in bulk active phase from parent solution and this result is consistent with theoretical values. 

Table 8: Results of catalysts preparation, chemical composition, mean coherence lengths and 

lattice parameters. 

Parameters 
Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si 

Co-Cs/ 

Zr-Mg-Al 

Co-Cs/ 

SiC-Al 

Co-Cs 

(from parent 

solution) 

Active phase Co3O4 with 1 wt. % of Cs 

SBET of foam support a, m2/g 0.7 0.8 1.1 - 

Porosity of ceramic body b, % 33 16 21 - 

Density of ceramic body b, g/cm3 2.35 4.65 2.35 - 

Average pore diameter of foam material, μmc 1.6 1.9 2.9 - 

Co3O4-Cs, wt.% 5.4 4.5 6.8 100 

SBET of catalyst a, m2/g 1.4 1.3 2.2 3 

Co3O4-Cs in 1 ml of sample, g/ml 0.026 0.040 0.025 - 

Theoretical content of Cod, wt.% 4.0 3.3 4.9 72 

Theoretical content of Csd, wt.% 0.05 0.04 0.07 1 

Measured content of Coe, wt.% 4.1 2.9 6.0 67 

Measured content of Cse, wt.% - - - 0.6 

Lcf, nm 51 27 43 54 

af, nm 0.8083 0.8082 0.8083 0.8073 
a BET analysis 
b declared by producer 
c Mercury porosimetry 
d theoretical value calculated from preparation procedure 
e chemical composition from AAS measurement 
f from XRD measurement  

The amount of deposited active phase differs depending on the used support, however in relation to the 

catalyst volume, the Al-Si and SiC-Al samples contained equal amounts of Co3O4-Cs while Zr-Mg-Al 

contained an amount which was 2/3 higher. Since the concentration of impregnation solutions was the 
same for all three samples and the same pore density (10 ppi) was used, the main reason for this should 

be the different structural properties of the support, and the difference in adsorption isotherms which 

describes the binding of the precursor onto the support surface [68]. 

The deposition of active phase by impregnation led to the formation of a discontinuous layer (Fig. 11). 

Deposited active phases are presented as aggregates of Co3O4-Cs nanocrystals; average size of these 
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cobalt aggregates is 410 nm for all samples. These Co-aggregates have different arrangements on the 
studied foam supports. In the case of the sample on the Al-Si foam, aggregates of cobalt are evenly 

distributed over the entire surface of the foam; the amount of Co3O4-Cs is so small that it does not allow 

the formation of a layer on the surface of the support. Big islands of Co-aggregates and randomly 
distributed small particles of Co-aggregates were detected in the case of Co3O4-Cs on the SiC-Al 

support. Coalescence of Co-aggregates to bigger formations leads to worse dispersion of the active 

phase on the support surface and to the formation of unequal catalyst layers. 

Co-Cs/Al-Si Co-Cs/Zr-Mg-Al Co-Cs/SiC-Al 

   

Figure 11: Micrographs of Co3O4-Cs deposited on different ceramic foam supports at 

different magnifications.  

Distribution of Co and Cs elements on the support surfaces was also studied by EDS elementary 

mapping (not shown). The sample deposited on the Al-Si foam has the most homogeneous coating with 

cobalt and cesium in comparison to the other two samples. Also from these results we can see good and 
homogeneous dispersion of cesium on the support surface of all samples, not only covering the area of 

cobalt clusters, which points to the fact that part of the cesium atoms are placed on the support surface 

without contact with cobalt species. 

From TPR-H2 results (Fig. 12) we can see that the shape of reduction profiles of the supported samples 

differ remarkably from the profile of unsupported Co-Cs. The peaks of Co-Cs deposited on the Al-Si 

and SiC-Al are narrower and are coincided into one peak with shoulder at lower temperatures. The low 
temperature shoulder of Co-Cs/Si-Al has its maxima at a similar temperature as low temperature peak of 

the Co-Cs, however the second maximum of Co-Cs is shifted to much higher temperatures. The Co-

Cs/SiC-Al maximum is shifted to a higher temperature in comparison to Co-Cs/Si-Al. Co3O4 deposited 
on the Zr-Mg-Al support has its first maximum in the same position as bulk Co3O4-Cs, while its second 

maximum is shifted to a higher temperature and could not be detected in the used temperature range 20-

450°C.  

The dispersion of Cs species over Co3O4 and/or the pure support (places which are not covered by 

Co3O4) influence the interaction of Cs with Co3O4, thereby changing the working ratio of Cs:Co3O4 in 

spite of maintaining the same weight % of these species in comparison with unsupported sample. The 
effect of cesium content in Co3O4 on reducibility was studied by Pasha [21]. The presence of Cs caused 

a shift in the first reduction peak towards lower temperature and this position did not alter significantly 

with increasing Cs content. However, with an increase in Cs content, a shift of high temperature 
reduction peak to higher temperatures was observed. A similar trend was also published for other alkali 

promoters [15]. For that reason, it can be supposed that due to deposition of Co3O4-Cs on the support, 

the distribution of Cs over Co3O4 changed and there can exist a different Co3O4 : Cs ratio than in 
unsupported samples.  

Another explanation of the changes in the reducibility of Co3O4 after deposition on the support via 

chemical interaction of active phase with support material is also possible. In the case of samples 
deposited on the Al-Si support, we can assume that deposition of cobalt species with support doesn’t 

reduce active phase reducibility, despite the alumina content in foam material, which usually led to the 

creation of hardly reducible cobalt-aluminates [28]. Alumina species in foam material are presented as 
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corrundum and mullite phases, which in this case did not affect the reducibility of cobalt active phase. In 
the case of Co3O4 deposited on the SiC-Al, shifting the maximum to a higher temperatures could be 

explained by worse distribution of cobalt species, as well as by the interaction between cobalt 

components with a possibly present SiO2 on SiC-Al surface [67]. In the case of Co3O4 deposited on the 
Zr-Mg-Al, shifting of the second maximum to higher temperatures could be explained by the interaction 

of cobalt species with Zr [69] and Mg [70] components contained in foam material. 

 

 

Figure 12: TPR-H2 profiles of the Co3O4-Cs deposited on different ceramic foam supports. 

5.5.2 Results of N2O decomposition catalytic test 

Since the supported catalysts have different Co3O4 loadings, non-identical concentration of the 

active phase in the catalysts was overcome by comparing specific rate constants (related to the unit of 
active phase) calculated according to: 

𝑘𝑓𝑜𝑎𝑚 = ln (
1

1−𝑋𝑁2𝑂
) /

𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

�̇�
                        (13) 

To evaluate how different supports influenced the catalytic properties of active cobalt species, grains of 

Co3O4-Cs obtained from parent solution catalysts were tested for N2O decomposition and were 

compared with supported catalysts by specific rate constants. Temperature dependence of specific rate 
constants of studied catalysts is presented on the Fig. 13. All supported samples have lower specific rate 

constants than bulk Co3O4-Cs and follow the order: Co-Cs > Co-Cs/Al-Si > Co-Cs/Zr-Mg-Al > Co-

Cs/SiC. The sample deposited on the Al-Si ceramic foam has the highest specific rate constant from all 
supported samples and just a slightly lower rate constant than unsupported Co3O4-Cs.  

Decreasing catalytic activity expressed as the specific rate constant of Co3O4 on the SiC-Al and Zr-Mg-

Al supports in comparison to active phase deposited on the Al-Si support could be related to worse 

dispersion of active phase on these supports and interaction of active phase with support material, which 

led to worse reducibility. Co3O4-Cs deposited on the Al-Si ceramic foam has good dispersion on the 
foam surface, and interaction between active phase and support material was not detected. For these 

reasons, the difference in the catalytic activity of unsupported Co3O4-Cs and Co-Cs/Al-Si could be 

connected with the dispersion of Cs species over pure support (places which are not covered by Co3O4), 
thereby changing the working ratio of Cs:Co3O4 in spite of maintaining the same weight % of these 

species in comparison with unsupported samples, thus leading to changes in reducibility. The influence 

of alkali metals on reducibility and catalytic activity of cobalt oxides and their optimal amount were 
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studied in a lot of works [15, 16, 24, 42], especially their influence on the activity of unsupported 
catalysts in powder form. Promotion of cobalt based catalysts by cesium has a strong beneficial effect on 

deN2O activity; however, the range of optimal cesium loading is rather narrow [71, 72].  

 

Figure 13: Temperature dependence of specific rate constant over Co3O4-Cs deposited on the 

different kind of ceramic foam. 

5.5.3 Summary 

Active phase Co3O4-Cs deposited on the SiC-Al and Zr-Mg-Al supports showed lower specific 

rate constant in comparison to active phase deposited on the Al-Si support. It could be related to worse 

dispersion of active phase on these supports and interaction of active phase with support material, which 
led to worse reducibility. Deposition of Co3O4-Cs on the Al-Si ceramic foam did not significantly reduce 

the catalytic activity of active phase and difference in the catalytic activity of unsupported Co3O4-Cs and 

Co-Cs/Al-Si could also be connected with changes of the working ratio of Cs:Co3O4 in comparison with 

unsupported sample and changes in reducibility. Al-Si ceramic foam was recognized as the most 

suitable foam support and was chosen for further investigation. 

5.6 Co3O4-Cs and Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on Al-Si open-cell foams with different numbers of 

catalyst layers 

In this chapter, two types of cobalt mixed oxides with alkali metal promoters, Co3O4-Cs and 

Co4MnAlOx-K, were deposited on ceramic open-cell foams with different numbers of active phase 
deposition. The aims of this chapter were: (i) to make a comparison of two cobalt based active phases 

(Co3O4-Cs and Co4MnAlOx-K) deposited on the ceramic foam for N2O decomposition; (ii) to determine 

the optimal amount of active phase on the foam support.  

5.6.1 Co3O4-Cs deposited on Al-Si open-cell foams with different numbers of catalyst layers 

Results of catalyst preparation and characterization 

Chemical composition and amount of active phase Co3O4 deposited on the foam are shown in Table 9. 
The amount of active phase increased with the increasing number of deposited layers. The theoretical 

content of cobalt on the ceramic foams and in the bulk Co3O4-Cs active phase obtained from parent 

solution (Co-Cs) is consistent with the AAS results. The amount of cesium was verified in bulk active 
phase from parent solution and this result is consistent with the theoretical value. 

From SEM results (Fig. 14) we can see that the intensity of surface coverage increases with the number 

of catalyst layers. In the case of the sample with one catalyst layer, cobalt aggregates are evenly 
distributed over the entire surface of the foam; the amount of Co3O4-Cs is so low that it does not allow 
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the formation of a layer on the surface of the support. In the case of the sample with three catalyst 
layers, the cobalt aggregates unite into larger clusters and form threads, which are evenly distributed 

over the surface but do not completely cover the foam support. This leads to worse dispersion of the 

active phase on the support surface and to the formation of an unequal catalyst layer whose thickness is 
approximately 3.2 µm. In the case of the sample with five catalyst layers, the cobalt aggregates create a 

layer whose thickness is 6.8 µm, which almost completely covers the foam surface. 

Table 9: Results of catalyst preparation, chemical composition, mean coherence lengths and 
lattice parameters. 

Parameters 
Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_1 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_2 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_3 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_2 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_5 

Co-Cs 

(parent 

solution) 

Active phase Co3O4 with 1wt.% of Cs 

Number of catalyst layers 1 2 3 4 5 - 

Co3O4-Cs, wt.% 5.4 10.7 14.8 19.5 24.2 100 

Theoretical content of Coa, wt.% 4.0 7.8 10.8 14.2 17.7 73 

Theoretical content of Csa, wt.% 0.05 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.24 1 

Measured content of Cob, wt.% 4.1 7.5 11.6 13.6 19.6 67 

Measured content of Csb, wt.% n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.6 

Lcc, nm 51 53 51 53 50 54 

ac, nm 0.8083 0.8094 0.8094 0.8093 0.8094 0.8073 
a theoretical value 
b chemical composition from AAS measuremenr 
c from XRD measurement 

Co-Cs/Al-Si_5  Co-Cs/Al-Si_3  Co-Cs/Al-Si_1  

   

   
Figure 14: Micrographs (SEM) of Co3O4-Cs deposited on ceramic foams with 1, 3 and 5 

catalysts layers taken at different magnifications.  

From TPR-H2 results (Table 10) we can see that temperature maxima of supported catalysts are shifted 

to higher temperatures with an increasing number of deposited catalyst layers, except for catalyst with 3 
layers; it has worse reducibility than catalyst with four layers. This result refers to the presence of 

internal diffusion in active phase due to worse availability of reducible species from previous layers; it is 

connected with the arrangement of active phase on the support. 
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Table 10: TPR-H2 results of the Co3O4-Cs deposited on the ceramic foams. 

 
Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_1 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_2 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_3 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_4 

Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si_5 

Co-Cs (parent 

solution) 

Tmax, °C 379 383 431 416 435 334, 450 

H2 mmol/gCo3O4 20 17 23 20 15 21 

Results of N2O decomposition catalytic tests 

The temperature dependences of N2O conversion in inert atmosphere over cobalt mixed oxides 
deposited on Al-Si foams with different numbers of catalyst layers are shown in Fig. 15. Conversions 

follow the order: Co-Cs/Al-Si_1 > Co-Cs/Al-Si_5 > Co-Cs/Al-Si_2 = Co-Cs/Al-Si_4 > Co-Cs/Al-Si_3. 

The conversions do not increase with the number of deposited catalyst layers (with the increasing 
amount of deposited active phase). Based on the characterization and catalytic results we can assume 

that each following catalyst layer reduces the availability of active sites in the previous layer. The 

sample with one catalyst layer has the highest amount of available active sites and the best reducibility 
properties due to good dispersion of active phase on the support surface.  

 

Figure 15: Temperature dependence of N2O conversion over Co3O4-Cs deposited on Al-Si 

ceramic supports. Conditions: 1000 ppm N2O in N2, GHSV = 1500 h-1. 

5.6.2 Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on Al-Si open-cell foams with different numbers of catalysts 

layers 

Results of catalysts preparation and characterization 

Chemical composition and amount of active phase Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on the foam are shown in 

Table 11. Amount of active phase is increased with increasing number of active layers. The theoretical 

content of cobalt and manganese on the foams and in the bulk Co4MnAlOx-K (CoMnAl-K) active phase 
obtained from parent solution is consistent with the AAS results. Amount of potassium was verified in 

bulk active phase from parent solution and this result is consistent with theoretical value. 

From SEM results (Fig. 16), we can see that surface coverage intensity increases with the number of 
catalyst layers. Active phase Co4MnAlOx has different morphology in comparison to Co3O4-Cs. Its 

structure is more amorphous, which is due to smaller crystallite size detected from XRD measurement 

(Table 11). The catalyst layer of the sample with one deposition looks like spots of amorphous material 
evenly placed on the foam surface. The catalyst layer with three depositions of active phase is an uneven 

thin coating with clots of active phase in some places. Active phase with five deposited layers is a 
continuous, thin, smooth layer. On the micrographs with cut we can see that this layer consists of 
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separate layers, which could be connected by repeating the deposition procedure. The average thickness 
of the catalyst layer increases with the number of depositions and its values for CoMnAl-K/Al-Si_1, 

CoMnAl-K/Al-Si_3 and CoMnAl-K/Al-Si_5 are 1.2 µm, 1.9 µm and 3.8 µm respectively. 

Table 11: Results of catalysts preparation, chemical composition, mean coherence lengths 
and lattice parameters. 

Parameters 
CoMAl-K/ 

Al-Si_1 

CoMAl-K/ 

Al-Si_2 

CoMAl-K/ 

Al-Si_3 

CoMAl-K/ 

Al-Si_4 

CoMAl-K/ 

Al-Si_5 

 

CoMAl-

Kd 

Active phase Co4MnAlOx with 2 wt.% of K 

Number of catalyst layers 1 2 3 4 5  

Co4MnAlOx -K, wt.% 5.4 10.6 13.9 18.5 20.6 100 

Theoretical content of Coa, wt.% 2.9 5.7 7.5 9.9 12.9 54 

Theoretical content of Ka, wt.% 0.12 0.21 0.28 0.37 0.41 2 

Theoretical content of Mna, wt.% 0.65 1.27 1.67 2.22 2.47 12 

Measurement content of Cob, wt.% 2.9 6.1 7.2 9.9 11.2 52 

Measurement content of Kb, wt.% n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 1.9 

Measurement content of Mnb, wt.% 0.54 1.06 1.39 1.85 2.06 15 

Lcc, nm 15 13 13 13 19 9 

ac, nm 0.8103 0.8125 0.8129 0.8124 0.8119 0.8096 
a theoretical value 
b chemical composition from AAS measurement 
c from XRD measurement 
d from parent solution 

CoMnAl-K/Al-Si_5  CoMnAl-K/Al-Si_3  CoMnAl-K/Al-Si-1  

   

   

Figure 16: Micrographs (SEM) of Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on ceramic foams with 1, 3 and 

5 catalysts layers taken at different magnifications. 

TPR-H2 was used to characterize the reducibility of prepared catalysts (Table 12). Just like in the case of 

Co3O4-Cs, temperature maximums of supported catalysts shifted to higher temperatures with an 

increasing number of deposited catalyst layers. Samples with one and two catalyst layers have similar 
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TPR-H2 profiles like unsupported Co4MnAlOx-K obtained from parent solution; this indicates that 
reducible components are not affected by deposition on Al-Si ceramic foam. Just samples with more 

than 3 catalyst layers have temperature maxima at a higher temperature range, in comparison to 

unsupported one due to worse availability of reducible ingredients from previous layers; this is 
connected with dispersion of active phase on the support.  

Table 12: TPR-H2 results over Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on the Al-Si ceramic foam with 

different number of active layers. 

 
CoMnAl-

K/Al-Si_1 

CoMnAl-

K/Al-Si_2 

CoMnAl-

K/Al-Si_3 

CoMnAl-

K/Al-Si_4 

CoMnAl-

K/Al-Si_5 

CoMnAl-

K(parent 

solution) 

Tmax, °C 362 377 405 405 419 385 

H2 

mmol/gCo4MnAlOx-K 
11 10 9 11 12 10 

Results of N2O decomposition catalytic tests 

The temperature dependences of N2O conversion in inert atmosphere over Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on 

Al-Si foams with different numbers of catalyst layers are shown in Fig 17. The achieved conversions are 

similar for all samples and do not increase with the number of deposited catalyst layers – with increasing 

the amount of deposited active phase. Based on the characterization and catalytic results, we can assume 
that like in the case of Co3O4-Cs samples, each successive catalyst layer reduces the availability of 

active sites in the previous layer, which does not lead to increased catalytic activity. 

 

Figure 17: Temperature dependence of N2O conversion over Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on 
Al-Si ceramic foam supports with different number of active phase deposition. Conditions: 1000 ppm 

N2O in N2, GHSV = 1500 h-1. 

5.6.3 Summary 

Application of several active layers in order to increase the amount of active phase in the catalyst 

leads to the reduction of active sites accessibility in catalytic reaction and did not lead to an increase of 
catalytic activity in neither Co3O4-Cs nor Co4MnAlOx-K active phases. Samples with one catalyst layer 

have the highest specific rate constant and their values are close to grain catalysts. The results show that 
deposition of one layer of Co3O4-Cs and Co4MnAlOx-K on the Al-Si ceramic foam did not significantly 

reduce the catalytic activity of active phase and differences in catalytic activity could be explained by 

different alkali contact with cobalt species. The results of this work confirm that Co3O4-Cs and 
Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on open-cell ceramic foam as catalyst for N2O decomposition are a promising 

alternative to conventional fixed bed reactors. Just one thin catalyst layer is enough to achieve 

acceptable conversion, which ensures easy preparation and low content of expensive and 
environmentally harmful active components in the catalytic bed.  
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Catalyst with Co3O4-Cs active phase has higher catalytic activity in comparison to sample with 
Co4MnAlOx-K and Co3O4-Cs active phase was chosen for future investigation. 

5.7 Co3O4-Cs deposited on Al-Si open-cell foams with different interlayers 

In this chapter, the active phase Co3O4 modified by Cs (demanded amount: 1 wt. % of Cs) was 

deposited on Al-Si foam already covered by different oxide interlayers (MgO from nitrates or 
carbonates, Mn2O3, SiO2 and TiO2). The main aim of interlayer deposition on the foam material was 

increasing of support surface area and thereby increasing catalytic activity of foam catalysts.  

5.7.1 Results of catalyst characterization 

Chemical composition and the resulting weight of the active layers and interlayers related to the 

weight of the obtained catalysts are presented in Table 13. The weight of the interlayers varies due to 
their different chemical composition and different methods of their preparation and deposition of the 

interlayer, which led to different structural properties. The amount of deposited active phase differs 

depending on the interlayer used, the main reason should be different structural properties of the 
interlayers, and the different adsorption isotherm which describes the binding of the precursor onto the 

interlayer surface [68]. The largest weight yield of active phase was achieved on the samples with MgO 
interlayers, while the lowest yield was obtained on the samples with SiO2 and TiO2 interlayers. The 

theoretical content of cobalt deposited on the ceramic foams is consistent with AAS results.  

Table 13: Results of catalyst preparation, chemical composition, mean coherence lengths and 
lattice parameters. 

Parameter 
Co-Cs/ 

Al-Si 

Co-Cs/ 

MgO-n/ 

Al-Si 

Co-Cs/ 

MgO-c/ 

Al-Si 

Co-Cs/ 

MnO2/ 

Al-Si 

Co-Cs/ 

TiO2/ 

Al-Si 

Co-Cs/ 

SiO2/ 

Al-Si 

Active phase Co3O4 with 1wt.% of Cs 

Interlayer, wt.% - 2.1 1.0 4.6 4.4 2.9 

Co3O4-Cs, wt.% 5.4 6.9 7.2 5.5 4.9 4.6 

SBET
a

, m
2

.g
-1 1.4 1.9 1.6 1.9 3.1 4.4 

Teoretical content of Cob, wt.% 4.0 5.14 5.3 4.2 3.6 3.6 

Teoretical content of Csb, wt.% 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 

Measured content of Coc, wt.% 4.1 6.0 5.6 4.2 3.7 3.6 

Lcd, nm 51 53 51 53 50 54 

ad, nm 0.8083 0.8094 0.8094 0.8093 0.8094 0.8073 
a BET analysis 

b teoretical value calculated from preparartion procedure 
c chemical composition from AAS measurement 
d from XRD measurement 

Nitrogen adsorption measurements were performed on samples with different interlayers to evaluate 

effect of interlayers on the specific surface area of the catalysts (Table 13). The highest surface area 

have samples with SiO2 and TiO2 interlayers, followed by samples with MgO and MnO2 interlayers, 
which have slightly higher surface area in comparison to sample without interlayer. From these results 

we can assume that interlayers SiO2 and TiO2 interlayers have a higher surface area in comparison to 

other interlayers, but despite this fact these samples have the smallest weight of active phase. This can 
be explained by worse adhesion of nitrate precursor to the interlayers and/or wore water absorbability of 

these materials. A similar phenomenon with TiO2 support material has already been discussed in the 

chapter 5.3: Co3O4 deposited on different kinds of pelletized supports. 

The morphology of mixed oxides deposited on Al-Si foams with different interlayers was studied by 

scanning electron microscopy (not shown). Deposition of interlayers did not lead to better distribution of 

active phase in comparison with sample without interlayer. On the surface of all samples, big islands of 
Co-aggregates and randomly distributed small particles of Co-aggregates were detected.  
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Figure 18: TPR-H2 profiles of the prepared catalysts with Co3O4-Cs and different interlayers 
deposited on ceramic foam supports. 

TPR profiles (Fig. 18) clearly indicate that deposition of Co3O4 on various interlayers significantly 

affects the reducibility i.e. bond strength of Co3+ as well as Co2+ with oxygen. In the case of Co-
Cs/MnO2/Al-Si sample, the possible reduction of Mn species in the studied range [25, 35] should also be 

taken into consideration, so the theoretical amount of reducible species should be higher than the value 

for pure Co3O4-Cs. Decrease of the amount of reducible species in supported catalysts in temperature 
range 25-450°C in comparison to bulk Co3O4-Cs means that reduction of some cobalt species was 

shifted to higher temperatures due to the formation of a hardly reducible complex of cobalt with 

interlayer material. However, we cannot see that, since the TPR-H2 measurement was done only up to 
450 °C in order to avoid vaporization of alkali metals from the samples during measurement at higher 

temperatures. These interactions visible in TPR-H2 in the samples with MgO and MnO2 interlayers were 

already detected from Raman spectroscopy results (not shown). Interaction of cobalt active phase with 

the Mg-contain interlayer led to the formation of easily reducible components (shifting the first 

maximum to a lower temperature) and hardly reducible components (shifting the second maximum to 
the higher temperature). A similar effect of Mg ions on the reducibility of Co3O4 was also discussed in 

Chapter 5.3 and in works [35, 36, 73, 74]. Interlayers with MgO, which were prepared from different 

precursors (nitrate and carbonate), have different effect on the active phase reducibility. MgO interlayer 
from carbonate promoted the formation of greater number of active sites with better reducibility in 

comparison with MgO interlayer from nitrate, which on the contrary promoted formation of higher 

amount of hardly reducible components. Formation of worse reducible species after deposition of cobalt 
oxides on TiO2 interlayer was also reported and this could be explained by the presence of titanate [75, 

76]. Despite fact that formation of cobalt silicate led to worse reducibility of catalyst and cobalt silicate 

could be formed as a result of interaction between cobalt species and SiO2 [67, 76, 77], effect of SiO2 

interlayer on the reducibility of active phase was not detected in this temperature range (25-450°C).  

Reducibility of catalysts could be also affected by different arrangement of cesium in the supported 

samples. Part of the cesium can be deposited on the surface so it has no contact with the deposited cobalt 

species. 

5.7.2 Results of N2O decomposition catalytic tests 

Temperature dependence of N2O conversion over the studied catalysts is shown in Fig 19 a. The 
highest N2O conversion was achieved over the catalyst with MgO interlayer prepared from carbonates 

which is comparable with the catalyst without any interlayer. The conversions over samples with the 

other interlayers used are lower than conversion over sample without interlayer, and decreased as 
follows: MgO-c > SiO2 = TiO2 > MnO2. 
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Since the individual catalysts contained different amounts of the active phase, the comparison of their 
catalytic activity was carried out by determination of specific rate constants according to (Eq. 13). The 

temperature dependence of specific rate constant of catalysts is shown in Fig 19 b. The highest rate 

constant was obtained over the catalyst without interlayer; the rate constant of samples with interlayer 
decreased as follows: MgO - c > MgO-n > SiO2 = TiO2 > MnO2. Despite the fact that the application of 

interlayers led to higher surface area of support (from results of BET analysis), samples with interlayer 

have lower catalytic activity. Active phase on the samples with interlayers were affected by interaction 
with interlayer material, these interaction were detected by Raman and TPR-H2. The application of 

chosen interlayers, also led to worse active phase distribution on the support surface and to changes in 

contact of Co and Cs, which was confirmed by SEM results. 

  

Figure 19: Temperature dependence of a) N2O conversion over Co3O4-Cs deposited on the 
ceramic foams with different interlayers (Conditions: 1000 ppm N2O in N2, GHSV = 1500 h-1) and of 

kinetic constant of Co3O4-Cs deposited on the Al-Si ceramic foams with different interlayers.  

5.7.3 Summary 

The highest surface area have samples with SiO2 and TiO2 interlayers, than samples with MgO 
and MnO2 interlayers, which have slightly higher surface area in comparison to sample without 

interlayer. Using of chosen interlayers led to worse dispersion of active phase on the support and 

changes in reducibility due to cobalt interlayer interaction. For that reason, despite the higher surface 
area of catalysts with interlayers no positive influence of chosen interlayers was observed and the pure 

Si-Al foam without any interlayer material seems to be the best choice from tested foam supports in the 

case of Co3O4-Cs based catalyst for N2O decomposition.  

 

6. Mathematical model of full scale catalytic reactor for N2O abatement in waste gas from 

HNO3 production 

Studied cobalt based supported catalysts were compared by mathematical modelling of full scale 

catalytic reactor for N2O abatement in waste gas from HNO3 production plant to evaluate the N2O 

conversions at the industry conditions. Evaluated kinetic parameters obtained from laboratory 
experiments at atmospheric pressure over the catalyst in simulated waste gas streams were used for 

modelling. A mathematical model of an ideal plug flow reactor in an isothermal regime was used for the 

reactor simulation [58, 78]. Kinetic constants of chosen shaped catalysts were evaluated from 
experimental data of N2O decomposition obtained over shaped catalysts by integration method. 
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Catalysts with the highest catalytic activity (Co3O4-Cs deposited on the pelletized Mg-Al mixed oxide 
and Co3O4-Cs deposited on the Al-Si ceramic foam) were chosen from tested series of supported 

catalysts for modeling of full scale reactor and compared to unsupported commercial pellets AST-4 with 

the same chemical composition of active phase (Co3O4 with 1 wt. % Cs). Inlet and calculated parameters 
are presented in Table 14. It is assumed that the reactor will be placed after SCR NOx unit, which leads 

to a low NOx content in the inlet gas to the deN2O reactor. Therefore, the reactor was simulated at the 

condition with limited NOx concentration in the waste gas (200 ppm NO) or without NO content. 
Different sized reactors were modeled to achieve the same N2O conversion (80 %) on all catalysts at the 

conditions with limited NOx concentration in the inlet gas (200 ppm). 

Table 14: Inlet (normal) and calculated parameters (bold) for N2O abatement reactor in waste 
gas from HNO3 production plant. 

Parameter/Catalyst AST-4 
Co3O4-Cs 

/Al-Si_20ppi 

Co3O4-Cs 

/70Mg30Al 

Volume flow, m3/h (NTP) 30000 

Pressure, Pa 600000 

Shape of catalyst 
tablets 

(5x5mm) 

foam 

(20 ppi) 

rings 

(5x5/2 mm) 

Porosity of catalyst bed, - 0.46 0.80 0.63 

Catalyst bed high, m 0.55 2.3 4 

Reactor radius, m 0.75 1 1.25 

Reactor volume, m3 0.97 7.2 19.6 

Pressure drop, Pa 11700 3800 3000 

Co content in catalyst bed, kg 819 151 3057 

Cs content in catalyst bed, kg 13 1.7 47 

Industry conditions 1000 ppm N2O + 5 % O2 + 2 % H2O + 200 ppm NO in N2 

Kinetic constants: Ea , J.mol-1 

and k0, s
-1 

Ea = 74142 

k0 = 1.33∙106 

Ea = 172623 

k0 = 2.26∙1012 

Ea = 123769 

k0 = 2.6∙108 

Conversion of N2O, % 80 80 80 

Industry conditions 1000 ppm N2O + 5 % O2 +2 % H2O in N2 

Kinetic constants: Ea , J.mol-1 

and k0, s
-1 

Ea = 30614 

k0 = 1.06∙103 

Ea = 46460 

k0 = 2.53∙103 

Ea = 72438 

k0 = 1.18∙105 

Conversion of N2O, % 84 91 98 

Volume of reactor with unsupported AST-4 pellets is the smallest one due to high activity in comparison 

to supported catalysts. This higher catalytic activity of AST-4 can be explained by higher amount of 
active components and by higher catalytic activity of Co3O4 due to usage of another precursor during 

preparation. Influence of different precursors on catalytic activity of cobalt oxide properties was studied 

in Chapter 5.5 : Co3O4, Co4MnAlOx on SiC open-cell foams deposited by different methods and was 
published in works [25, 79].  

Despite the high catalytic activity, AST-4 pellets have a lot of disadvantages connected to their 

production and application:  

- Problems accompanied with shaping the grains into larger pellets (5 mm) and impossibility to prepare 

shapes with higher geometric surface than full pellets. 

- Low mechanical strength, which leads to a large amount of dust containing Co in a catalytic reactor. 
Co-dust can increase the pressure drop, gets into the other parts of the production unit and also leaves to 

the atmosphere together with the waste gas. According to the test in pilot plant reactor, the catalyst was 

not suitable choice for industry application due to the low mechanical strength. 
- High pressure drop. Calculated full scale reactor with AST-4 pellets has 4 times higher pressure drop 

than reactor with supported pellets in ring form and catalyst in foam form in the same catalyst bed 

volume. 
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- High content of Co and Cs, which leads to high price of catalyst. Pellets of AST-4 contain 5 times 
higher amount of cobalt than in supported pellets and 40 times higher amount of cobalt than in catalyst 

deposited on the ceramic foam in the same catalyst bed volume. 

These disadvantages make AST-4 catalyst not profitable and not valuable for being used in industry and 
make us turn our attention to supported catalysts. 

The biggest size of catalytic reactor was calculated for supported pellets (Co3O4-Cs/70Mg30Al); this 

leads to much higher content of cobalt and cesium and makes this type of reactor unconvenient in 
comparison to other ones.  

Size of the foam reactor is 7 times bigger than with unsupported pellets. But this reactor has lower 

pressure drop and has following advantages in comparison to unsupported AST-4: 

- Much smaller amount of active components (~ five times), which leads to much lower price of catalyst 

in comparison to unsupported AST-4. 

- High mechanical strength and good adhesion of the active phase to the support, which avoids 
formation of the dust particles containing cobalt and makes this type of catalyst environmentally 

friendly. 
- Catalyst preparation does not involve demanding steps such as co-precipitation and shaping the grains 

to the pellets. Cheap and available material is used as a support. It leads to easier catalyst production 

process and lower catalyst price. 

These advantages of catalyst deposited on the foam make this type of catalyst profitable and promising 

for industrial application.  

In future research, the catalytic activity of Co3O4-Cs deposited on the ceramic foam could be increased 
by optimization of Cs content and optimization of deposition method e.g. using organic components in 

preparation of impregnation solutions [29, 80]. 

 

7. Conclusions 

The aim of the thesis was to develop supported catalysts based on cobalt mixed oxides for low 
temperature N2O decomposition applicable in the reduction of N2O emissions in waste gas from HNO3 

production plants. 

First part of this work focuses on the study of laboratory reactors for shaped catalyst testing. The 
influence of macro kinetic elements on the N2O conversion was studied for two types of reactors (SPSR 

and FBR) and for two types of catalyst beds (pelletized catalyst bed and foam catalyst bed). Catalytic 

test conditions suitable for obtaining kinetic data non effected by macro kinetic elements were 
determined. 

In the second part of this thesis, cobalt catalysts deposited on different commercial supports in the 

pelletized and open-cell foam form were studied. 

Co3O4 deposited on the different kinds of pelletized supports (Mg-Al mixed oxides, Al2O3 in the form of 

rings and TiO2 in the form of quadrulobes) were studied for N2O decomposition. From the differences in 

the obtained catalytic activities as well as from the results of XRD, BET, IR and TPR-H2, it is clear that 

the support plays an important role in the catalytic deN2O activity of the Co3O4 based catalysts. The 

order of N2O conversions obtained over the catalysts in grain and shaped forms was the same, which 
means that this order is governed by intrinsic kinetics and not by the shape and texture features of 

catalysts. In spite of the fact that Co3O4 deposited on a support with a high content of Mg (70 wt. % Mg 

+ Al2O3) contained hardly reducible compounds, it possessed the highest catalytic activity among the 
supported samples, which can be due to the presence of active sites with easier reducibility and better 

dispersion of active phase on the surface of the support, which in turn contributes to a greater number of 

available active sites. Samples deposited on a support with a high content of Al2O3 (Al2O3 + 30 wt. % 
Mg) revealed lower catalytic activity for N2O decomposition due to the negative influence of Al ions in 
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Co3O4 lattice caused by aluminates formation. No special interaction of active phase with support, which 
can influence catalytic activity, was identified for Co3O4/TiO2. From the point of view of the usability of 

supported catalysts, it was found out that although N2O conversions over bulk Co3O4 (obtained from 

parent solution) in kinetic regime were several times higher than those over supported samples, the 
conversions over bulk Co3O4 pellets prepared from the same active phase are comparable with supported 

Co3O4 catalyst in pelletized form, in spite of the fact that Co3O4 contains a significantly higher content 

of active cobalt components. This demonstrates that deposition of cobalt spinel catalyst on suitable 
support in pellet form can be a good alternative to unsupported pellets with low mechanical strength and 

with a high content of expensive and environmentally harmful cobalt species. 

A significant part of the dissertation was devoted to the development of cobalt based catalyst deposited 
on the open-cell ceramic foams. It consists of the following steps: 

 Determination of the optimal preparation method. Cobalt based mixed oxide active phase 
(Co3O4, Co4MnAlOx) was deposited on SiC foams by two different methods: wet 

impregnation and suspension method. The prepared catalysts containing the same type of 

active phase (Co3O4 or Co4MnAlOx) had the same chemical composition, but with different 
structural properties and morphology, which led to different catalytic activity. Suspension 

method provides active phase with higher surface areas and sites with better reducibility, 

both of these factors contribute to higher N2O conversions. The downsides of the suspension 
method include high demands both in terms of time and of energy (will be more expensive in 

industry application in comparison to impregnation method) and worse adhesion of active 

phase to support due to catalyst layer cracking. This makes the suspension method of 
deposition not profitable and not valuable for being used in industry conditions, and we 

turned our attention to impregnation method.  

 Determination of a suitable kind of ceramic foam material. The cobalt based active phase 
(Co3O4 with 1wt. % Cs) was deposited on the different kinds of ceramic foams (Al-Si, Zr-

Mg-Al and SiC-Al). Samples deposited on the SiC-Al and Zr-Mg-Al supports showed lower 
catalytic activity in comparison to sample deposited on the Al-Si support, which could be 

related to worse dispersion of active phase on these supports and interaction of active phase 

with support material. Deposition of Co3O4-Cs on the Al-Si ceramic foam did not 

significantly reduce the catalytic activity of active phase. The difference in the catalytic 

activity of unsupported Co3O4-Cs and Co-Cs/Al-Si could be connected with changes in the 

working ratio of Cs:Co3O4 in comparison with unsupported samples. Al-Si ceramic foam was 
recognized as the most suitable foam support and was chosen for further investigation. 

 Determination of the optimal number of catalyst layers on the ceramic foam supports. 
Catalysts with different numbers of deposited cobalt active phase (Co3O4 with 1 wt. % Cs, 

Co4MnAlOx with 2 wt. % K) layers were prepared in order to evaluate the optimal number of 

catalyst layers on the foam support. Application of the several active layers, in order to 
increase the amount of active phase in the catalyst, lead to the reduction of active sites' 

accessibility in catalytic reaction and did not lead to an increase of catalytic activity in both 

cases for Co3O4-Cs and Co4MnAlOx-K active phases. Samples with Co3O4-Cs active phase 
revealed higher catalytic activity in comparison to samples with Co4MnAlOx-K and was 

chosen for further investigation. The results of this part confirm that Co3O4-Cs and 

Co4MnAlOx-K deposited on open-cell ceramic foam as catalysts for N2O decomposition are 

a promising alternative to the conventional fixed bed reactors.  

 Optimization of catalyst preparation in order to increase catalyst surface area by applying 
different interlayers. Different interlayers (MgO, MnO2, TiO2 and SiO2) were deposited on 

the Al-Si ceramic foam in order to increase catalyst surface area and catalytic activity. The 

highest surface area have samples with SiO2 and TiO2 interlayers, then samples with MgO 
and MnO2 interlayers, which have a slightly higher surface area in comparison to samples 

without interlayers. The use of chosen interlayers led to worse dispersion of active phase on 

the support and changes in reducibility due to cobalt interlayer interaction. For these reasons, 
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despite the higher surface area of catalysts with interlayers, no positive influence of chosen 
interlayers was observed and the pure Si-Al foam without any interlayer material seems to be 

the best choice from the tested foam supports.  

 Optimization of catalyst preparation in order to increase geometric catalyst surface area by 
using foams with higher pore density. Cobalt mixed oxide with cesium promoter (Co3O4-Cs) 

was deposited on the ceramic open-cell foams with pore density 10, 20 and 30 ppi. Catalytic 
activity increases with increasing geometric surface area of catalyst and thus amount of 

active phase. 

In the last part of dissertation, supported catalysts with the highest catalytic activity (Co3O4-Cs deposited 
on the pelletized Mg-Al mixed oxide and Co3O4-Cs deposited on the Al-Si ceramic foam) and 

unsupported commercial pellets AST-4 with the same chemical composition of active phase (Co3O4 with 

1wt. % Cs) were compared by mathematical modeling of the full scale reactor for N2O abatement in 
waste gas from HNO3 production plants to evaluate the catalytic activity in industry conditions. 

Different sized reactors were modeled to achieve the same N2O conversion (80 %) on all catalysts. 

Although calculated amount of foam catalyst is not the smallest one, it contains many times less cobalt 
and cesium components in comparison to other ones (5 times less in comparison to unsupported AST-4) 

and lower pressure drop (3 times lower in comparison to unsupported catalyst bed). This confirms the 

fact that this type of catalyst is profitable and promising for industrial application.  

Research of structured catalysts belongs to new trends in catalysis, but no study on ceramic foam cobalt 

catalysts for N2O decomposition has been published yet. 

In further research, the catalytic activity of Co3O4-Cs deposited on the ceramic foam could be increased 
by optimization of Co/Cs content and by optimization of deposition method e.g. using organic 

components in the preparation of impregnation solutions. 
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